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Abstract

The study of patterns of neuronal activity constitutes a tool of extreme value in the attempt
to unveil neural pathological mechanisms. Hence, functional connectivity studies using
images from Resting State fMRI (rs-fMRI) are crucial, and there are several metrics which
can be used to assess brain connections. Nonetheless, no clear evidence exists that some
may be better than others.

In this study, in an attempt to discover if certain metrics better characterized certain
connections, two different approaches were followed. Data from a public dataset was used -
Addiction Connectome Preprocessed Initiative (ACPI) - as well as one toolbox for matrix
construction - Multiple Connectivity Analysis (MULAN) - and another for statistical
comparison - GraphVar. Both toolboxes run in MATLAB. Metrics under analysis were:
correlation, coherence, mutual information, transfer entropy and non-linear correlation.
To that end, 116 brain regions were considered.

First, considering only healthy subjects, it was done a pairwise comparison between
results from different metrics. It was verified that each of them led to different results
regarding the same connections. Then, connectivity results between a healthy and a
pathological group of subjects with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
were compared. Concerning the differences, several similarities with the known affected
areas described amongst the literature were found. However, discrepancies were observed
which may be related to differences in sample size and/or the metric used in these studies.

In general, it was shown that there is indeed variability between functional metrics and
regional specificity. Still, the anatomical and physiological reasons for these differences
remain unknown. It was clear that using more than one metric may be important and
that the use of more general metrics may have advantages in the study of the pathological
brain as it may have more complex dynamics. Furthermore, ensemble tools that have
into consideration more than one metric to characterize brain connections may represent
invaluable tools for autonomic image classification.

Keywords: Functional connectivity, rs-fMRI, ADHD, functional connectivity metrics,
regional specificity
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Resumo

O estudo de padrões de atividade neuronal constitui uma ferramenta de extremo valor
no deslindar de mecanismos patológicos. Neste sentido, estudar a conectividade funcional
usando imagens de ressonância magnética funcional em repouso assume um papel chave.
No entanto, várias são as métricas que podem ser usadas para aferir as conexões e não
existem evidências claras que umas sejam mais vantajosas que outras.

Neste estudo, numa tentativa de perceber se certas métricas teriam uma melhor capa-
cidade de caracterizar determinadas conexões, seguiram-se duas abordagens. Usaram-se
dados provenientes de uma base de dados pública (ACPI), uma toolbox para construção
de matrizes de conectividade (MULAN) e outra para comparação estatística (GraphVar).
As métricas estudadas foram: correlação, coerência, informação mútua, transferência de
entropia e correlação não linear. Foram consideradas 116 regiões do cérebro.

Primeiro, considerando sujeitos saudáveis, compararam-se dois a dois os resultados
de diferentes métricas após devida normalização. Mostrou-se que cada métrica conduz
a resultados diferentes para as mesmas conexões. Depois, compararam-se os resultados
obtidos para as mesmas conexões entre um grupo saudável e outro patológico (ADHD) e
confrontaram-se os resultados das comparações com dados referentes a diferenças que se
sabem existir entre os grupos. Várias semelhanças com a literatura foram encontradas. No
entanto, verificaram-se discrepâncias que se pensam dever a diferenças entre o tamanho
das amostras e/ou métricas usadas nos diferentes estudos.

No geral, comprovou-se que existe de facto variabilidade entre as métricas e especi-
ficidade regional, permanecendo em aberto a que se devem tais diferenças. Sublinha-se
a importância do uso de mais do que uma métrica. Para além do mais, sugere-se que o
uso de métricas mais gerais pode trazer vantagens ao estudo do cérebro patológico dada
a possibilidade de este envolver dinâmicas mais complexas. Tornou-se evidente que o uso
de ferramentas que agregam informação de diferentes métricas poderá ser vantajoso no
estudo de padrões de atividade neuronal e na classificação automática de imagens.

Palavras-chave: Conectividade funcional, rs-fMRI, ADHD, métricas de conectividade fun-
cional, especificidade regional
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Introduction

1.1 Context and Motivation

The human brain is a fascinating organ and because of its complexity it remains a mystery
in many aspects. In an attempt to unveil its mechanisms and organization there are several
levels of analysis that take part in neuroscience research, including: molecular, cellular,
systems, behavioural, and cognitive neuroscience [7].

In this study the focus will be on systems neuroscience where two fundamental concepts
are crucial to thoroughly understand brain functioning. These concepts are segregation
and integration [36] and between them one finds connectivity as a major player.

Over the past, many functional impairments caused by regional brain lesions were
observed and led to many pathological models emphasising a segregationist idea [33]. How-
ever, more recently, there has been a growing recognized understanding of the importance
of brain connectivity in neuropathology. As a matter of fact, in recent years, functional
connectivity patterns have been linked to different neurological and psychiatric disorders.
The analysis of individual variations of these patterns may conduct to a better knowledge
of these disorders and may even be used to differentiate healthy and diseased subjects.

In modern societies, disorders of the nervous system constitute a major issue afflicting
millions of people worldwide. Unfortunately, some of these disorders lack of a reliable
diagnostic test. Take for example Parkinson’s disease, a disorder that at the time the
symptoms arise at least half of the dopaminergic neurons have already been lost. Further-
more, there is no standard diagnostic test for this disease and the more objective existing
diagnosis relies on the use of radioactive neuroimaging techniques [5].

The need for early stage biomarkers is noticeable and it’s not exclusive of neurodegen-
erative disorders. Neuropsychiatric disorders also lack on objective reliable markers [50],
for example, major depressive disorder, an important neuropsychiatric disorder, has its

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

diagnosis based on subjective evaluation of signs and symptoms [93]. It’s not only this
need for a better diagnostic but also for a better prognosis and treatment for neurological
diseases that is one of the drivers of functional connectivity studies [33], with different
techniques being used to measure functional connections.

Recent technological developments brought new methods to explore the brain and
understand its mechanisms. For example, non-invasive neuroimaging techniques have
allowed in vivo imaging and represent invaluable tools [8]. They enabled the study of
previously unanswered questions about both healthy and unbalanced brain. Functional
magnetic resonance, a relatively new imaging technique, was developed during the early
1990s [13] and has proved to be of extreme value as a brain research tool, as it was used
in thousands of studies since its appearance.

Using data obtained from these new imaging techniques, different mathematical meth-
ods may be used to quantify the functional connectivity between brain regions, each of
them accessing different characteristics of neural connections and leading to different re-
sults. Quantifying interactions constitutes a challenge and each metric has its pros and
cons [6]. In fact, functional connectivity measurements will be the core of this study in an
attempt to understand if there is any regional advantage when using a given metric.

Due to the problem’s complexity, large datasets and data sharing are essential. However,
at the same time, massive information being collected has led to the new problem of
how to extract meaningful information from such huge amount of data [25]. This is
where machine learning algorithms can play an essential role. Many different automatic
classification techniques may be used to address the challenge and help find patterns among
neuroimaging data.

1.2 Goals

With all this in mind, this study aims to give a solid contribution in the identification of
computational analysis tools that may be useful in automatic neuroimage classification,
more specifically functional magnetic resonance images of the human brain. To do so, we
first compare the values of functional connectivity strength obtained when using different
connectivity metrics for the same pairs of brain regions. Then we compare functional
connectivity between brain regions from two sample groups: a pathological and a control
group.

• First Goal: identification of functional connectivity metrics that allow to quantify the
connectivity strength between different brain areas and comparison of these metrics
in an attempt to infer if there is any significant pairwise differences.

• Second Goal: application of connectivity metrics to a specific case study for group
comparison.

2



1.3. THESIS OUTLINE

We expect to find regional differences when using different metrics and propose to
study them, hoping to find metrics that better describe the connection between specific
brain regions.

1.3 Thesis Outline

In the next chapter, Chapter 2, it will be presented the theoretical underpins that were
considered crucial for a proper understanding of the following text, including notes regard-
ing how is functional connectivity assessed using neuroimaging techniques and which are
the mathematical metrics used to achieve this.

In Chapter 3, a brief review of previous work done in the field of this study will be
done, that is, state-of-the-art on functional connectivity measurements comparison. In
addition, it will be done a review on the work done on the pathology chosen for the specific
case study, which is ADHD.

Next, materials and methods that were used will be described in detail in Chapter 4,
with emphasis given on the methodology and several decisions that had to be done.

In Chapter 5, research results and the corresponding discussion having into account
the current literature will be presented.

Finally, in Chapter 6, some conclusions and limitations of the present study will be
exposed, as well as observations on future work.

3
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Theoretical Background

In this chapter, as it was said before, it is intended to introduce some key theoretical
concepts essential for the understanding of the following chapters. For starters, basic
concepts on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) will be provided. Then, the focus will
be on human brain connectivity, how it may be quantified and some of the methods that
can be followed to do so.

2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is a non-invasive imaging technique that is based on the magnetic proprieties of
atomic nuclei.

To produce magnetic resonance images several biologically relevant elements can be
used. These must have a non zero-spin atom and include hydrogen, oxygen-16, fluorine-19,
sodium-23, and phosphorus-31 [9]. Hydrogen is the most abundant of all within the human
body, hence it is the most used in clinical MRI [18].

When in normal conditions, nuclear spins are randomly oriented and the total mag-
netization is zero. However, in the presence of a strong external magnetic field, ~B0, the
spins align with this field and give rise to a measurable magnetic moment, ~M0, that has
the direction of the given external field. As this happens, the nuclei precess around an
axis with the direction of the field with a frequency called the Larmor frequency, given by
w0 = B0.γ, where γ corresponds to the gyromagnetic constant which is characteristic of
each nuclear specie.

The magnetization may be measured by disturbing the system through the application
of a Radio Frequency (RF) pulse perpendicular to ~B0 with the Larmor frequency, ~B1.
Hence it is applied, the nuclei resonate and absorb energy. The net magnetization vector
is now precessing around the total magnetic field and can be described by its longitudinal

5



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

component along ~B0 and its transverse component perpendicular to ~B0. As the RF is
turned off, the transverse magnetization progressively tends to zero and the system returns
to a new equilibrium. This process is called relaxation and also occurs on the longitudinal
magnetization which returns to its equilibrium,M0. Transverse and longitudinal relaxation
can, respectively, be described by the time constants T2 and T1 which are represented in
figure 2.1.

These changes in energy generate an oscillating magnetic field which can be measured
with a receive coil where a current proportional to the transverse relaxation is induced.
The detected signal is called Free Induction Decay signal and, in practice, decays faster
than expected for the T2 because of magnetic field inhomogeneities, this is described by
another constant, T2* [13].

Figure 2.1: Longitudinal and transverse relaxation. T1 corresponds to the interval where
63% of longitudinal magnetization is recovered. T2 corresponds to the interval where 37%
of transverse magnetization is present. From [57].

In order to obtain an image, it is necessary to spatially encode what is being imaged
in such way that it is possible to know which point on space is responsible for the detected
signal. This is done by using gradient coils.

2.1.1 Blood Oxygen Level-Dependent Signal

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a modality of MRI, thus being an
entirely non-invasive technique. This technique allows the observation of the working
brain [13], providing an indirect measure of neural activity. Comparing with Electroen-
cephalography (EEG) it has a higher spatial resolution and a poorer temporal resolu-
tion [14].

BOLD is the most common contrast method used in fMRI and it is based on the mag-
netic proprieties of hemoglobin, the oxygen transporter in the blood vessels. Hemoglobin
has two different forms: oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin, the latter being a param-
agnetic molecule and so influencing blood magnetization and MR signal [18].

In 1990, Ogawa et al. observed that variations on oxygen concentration in the blood
altered MRI signal [62]. It was verified that brain activation upon stimulation led to
MRI signal changes: initially one could observe a signal decrease and then a strong

6



2.1. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

increase. This was explained by means of changes on the ratio between oxyhemoglobin
and deoxyhemoglobin in the blood surrounding the activated brain region.

Metabolically speaking, when an increase of neural activity occurs, there is an increase
on adenosine triphosphate demand. Hence, oxygen consumption increases, leading to-
wards an increase of deoxyhemoglobin concentration in the surrounding area [40]. This
is followed by a blood flow increase and an oversupply of oxygenated blood, decreasing
deoxyhemoglobin concentration in the surrounding area which translates to the verified
increase in the MRI signal [32].

Figure 2.2: Representation of some key determinants in BOLD signal from neuronal
activity to signal detection by MRI scanner. Adaptation from [4].

At the current spatial resolution, at the tinniest volume, BOLD signal reflects not only
the activity of a population of neurons but also several other factors. It must be noted
that there is a complex relationship between the neural activity and the correspondent
hemodynamic response and, as seen with blood volume, not only neural activity leads
towards changes in oxyhemoglobin concentration and many factors affect the detected
signal, including the scanning parameters (figure 2.2). Hence, cerebral blood flow, cerebral
metabolic rate of oxygen, vascular geometry, hematocrit, magnetic field strength, and echo
time are just some of the key determinants of BOLD signal [4].

Very used in clinical research, BOLD fMRI has shown promising developments due to
the growing use of a resting state approach.

2.1.2 Resting State Functional MRI

rs-fMRI contrasts with task-based fMRI and consists in signal acquisition with neither
stimulus application or task performance.

While in resting condition, low frequency spontaneous fluctuations in the BOLD signal
are registered in fMRI and there are several studies that support the neuronal basis of
these fluctuations. In fact, patterns occur between regions that have common function
and neuroanatomy. Furthermore, it was registered associations between these fluctuations
and electrophysiological recordings [41].

The advantages of using rs-fMRI have been stated by several authors. For example,
Fox et al. [34] highlights that there is a larger amount of energy consumption due to resting
state neural activity opposed to the scarce variation of activity during task performance
and a much better signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, it can be applied to a wider population

7



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

than task-based measurements because no motor requests are demanded, hence implying a
negligible patient collaboration [28] and being suitable for patients with motor or cognitive
impairments or that are for other reason incapable of collaboration during task-based
measurements.

The use of resting state activity to identify functional connectivity patterns is promising
and already widely used, not only for functional studies in healthy subjects but also, and
perhaps most importantly, for studies of neurological pathologies. Therefore, functional
connectivity rs-fMRI is suitable to study and compare healthy and pathological brains with
several possible applications that range from pharmacology studies and disease monitoring
to an evident diagnostic and prognostic potential.

2.2 Human Brain Connectivity

Neurons are the basic unit of the nervous system which comprises the spinal cord, the
brain, and the peripheral nerves.

Millions of neurons are found in the human brain and interact with each other es-
tablishing complex dynamic neuronal networks. The information flow between neurons
from different regions is dynamically coordinated through changes in neural oscillatory
synchrony proprieties like strength, pattern, and frequency [6]. In fact, neural synchronous
intrinsic fluctuations were shown to reflect the underlying connectivity of brain areas even
at rest [19, 41] and are originated from spatially apart brain areas that are functionally
linked [73].

Understanding the established interactions within the brain by looking at it as a system
rather than just studying isolated regions may be crucial to have new insights into the
underlying mechanisms of pathological brain functioning. Indeed, in recent years, there
has been a shift from the study of local pathology to the study of interconnected systems
disruption [33].

Since 2005, the term connectome has been applied when it comes to brain connectivity.
It was used, independently, for the first time, by Sporns [74] and Hagmann [39] to describe
the set of all structural neural connections. However, in recent literature, one can find
it being used to refer to the ensemble of different brain regions and their structural and
functional connections rather than just refer to structural connections itself [25].

Connectomes can be analysed at different spatial scales, from micro to macro-scale,
each one closely linked to the others but providing different perspectives into brain’s
connections [24]. At the micro-scale we find single neurons and synaptic connections,
at the meso-scale, connections within and between cell assemblies, like columns, and at
the macro-scale, we have interregional pathways. At the current technological paradigm,
macro-scale is the most feasible way to assess the human connectome [19].

Two main types of connectivity can be named, and they are: structural and functional
connectivity. A brief description of each one is given bellow.
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Structural (or anatomical) connectivity corresponds to actual physical connections, that
is, connections established by fibre tracts wired to each other and linking spatially
distant brain regions [74].

Functional connectivity refers to statistical dependences of activation patterns between
different brain regions [36], representing undirected associations between them. De-
spite being somehow constraint by structural connectivity, it is not the same [44]. In
fact, it was shown that if there is an anatomical connection, a functional connection
exists, however, the opposite is not true, and there may exist a strong functional con-
nection between two brain regions with no direct anatomical link [29]. Some authors
also define another type of connectivity: effective connectivity, which corresponds
to the effect that one neural population exerts over another, representing a direct
influence [36].

2.2.1 Functional Connectivity Metrics

There are several ways to analyse functional connectivity. For example, one can do a
seed wise analysis by choosing an hypothesis-driven seed (group of localized voxels) and
studying its statistical dependencies with all the other voxels outside its boundaries, that
is a seed to voxel analysis [41]. Another option is to either do a voxel or Region of Interest
(ROI) wise analysis, where statistical dependencies between all the voxels or ROIs are
studied, that is a voxel to voxel or seed to seed analysis.

Functional connectivity is typically evaluated through a pairwise analysis between all
possible pairs of time-series [24]. In fact, there is no single method to analyse statistical
dependencies between a pair of time-series. Different metrics may be used, and each one
carries different information with respect to different signal proprieties, including spectral
content, temporal evolution, and linear or non-linear characteristics [54]. This is important,
as there is no unique way of interaction between different brain areas.

In terms of metrics’ taxonomy, we have linear and non-linear metrics, as some can
only detect linear dependencies, while others detect both linear and non-linear. Non-linear
methods are based on non-linear functions between the signals. Metrics may be directed or
undirected, whether they quantify or not the direction of the coupling between the regions
whose time-series are being analysed. They may also be model-based or model-free and
belong to time or frequency domain.

Bellow, there is a brief description of some of the metrics that were used to measure
functional connectivity in this study. First of all, it is important to introduce some concepts
that are essential for the understanding of the description of two of the metrics, which
come from the field of information theory.

Information theory has its foundation on the paper "A Mathematical Theory of Com-
munication"and provides tools to quantify information and communication [83]. Originally,
the goal was to study information transmission through communication systems [47].
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An important concept of information theory is entropy. Entropy measures the reduction
of uncertainty of the values of a given discrete variable when it is actually measured [63,
83]. Given two discrete variables X and Y, the entropy of X and Y are given by:

H(X) =−
∑
x∈X

p(x) logp(x) (2.1a)

H(Y ) =−
∑
y∈Y

p(y) logp(y) (2.1b)

where p(x) and p(y) are the probability distribution of X and Y, respectively. When the
logarithm has base of 2, the result from equations 2.1 is given in bits [63]. Entropy equals
to zero when one element of the sequence has unit probability, and has its highest value
when all elements of the sequence are equally probable. This translates to: the higher the
uncertainty, the greater the measure.

The joint entropy is given by:

H(X,Y ) =−
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x,y) logp(x,y) (2.2)

where, p(x,y) is the joint probability distribution. The conditional entropy can, then, be
computed by:

H(X|Y ) =−
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x,y) logp(x|y) (2.3)

If the knowledge of the past and present of one variable leads to a better prediction
of the future of another variable comparing with the situation when only the present and
past of the given variable is known, it is said that the first causes the latter.

Cross-correlation

Cross-correlation measures the linear association between two random variables x and y
and is given by equation 2.4, where Covxy corresponds to the covariance between x and y,
τ to the time lag between the signals and σ to the standard deviation [53, 69].

Cxy(τ) = Covxy(τ)
σxσy

(2.4)

When we have two samples, Xn and Yn, with n = 1, . . . ,N , an estimator for the
cross-correlation is:

Ĉxy(τ) =
∑N−τ
n=1 (Xn−X)(Yn+τ −Y )√∑N−τ

n=1 (Xn−X)2∑N−τ
n=1 (Yn+τ −Y )2

(2.5)

If the variables are normalized, such that they have zero mean and unit variance,
the cross-correlation ranges between -1 and 1, meaning liner inverse or direct correlation,
respectively. The maximum value given by equation 2.5 yields an estimate for the linear
association between the variables [55]. If Cx,y equals to zero then the variables are not
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linearly dependent, however, this does not exclude other types of dependency and the
result is only unambiguous if there is a linear association between the variables.

If, besides considering normalized variables, τ equals to zero, then cross-correlation
corresponds to the Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient [63], the most used
method to evaluate functional connectivity.

Cross-correlation does not give any information about the direction of a given relation-
ship between two time-series.

To remove indirect effects, that is, effects from other signals that are not being analysed,
partial cross-correlation may be computed.

It must be noted that the neurophysiological meaning of anti-correlations remains
unknown, nevertheless, anti-correlations were seen to occur between competing neural
networks [19].

Cross-coherence

Cross-coherence is the analogous of the cross-correlation in the frequency domain and
also quantifies linear associations [53, 63]. It corresponds to the normalized cross spectral
density function [69] and expresses how each frequency component from one signal is
related to the corresponding frequency component from the other signal [55].

Cross-coherence is given by equation 2.6 [6].

Cohx,y(f) = |Sxy(f)|√
|Sxx(f)||Syy(f)|

(2.6)

where Sxy is the cross spectrum, defined by equation 2.7a, and Sxx(f) and Syy(f) the
power spectrum of x and y, respectively, equations 2.7b and 2.7c.

Sxy(f) =
∑
u

Covxy(u)e−jfu (2.7a)

Sxx(f) =
∑
u

Covxx(u)e−jfu (2.7b)

Syy(f) =
∑
u

Covxx(u)e−jfu (2.7c)

In order to compute the coherence it is necessary to know the cross and power spectra,
which are obtained from an infinite period. As real data has finite size, estimators of the
true spectrum are usually used, including smoothing techniques [51].

An alternative to Fourier-based coherence is to do a time-frequency analysis, that is,
to do a wavelet coherence analysis. This measure, in contrast to the former, allows the
study of coherence on non-stationary signals.

Wavelets are functions that have zero mean and are localized in time and frequency [80].
There are several families of wavelet functions, each of them obtained through dilations
and translations of a mother wavelet.

Similarly to Fourier-based coherence, wavelet based coherence is given by:
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WCoh(t,f) = |SWxy(t,f)|√
|SWxx(t,f)SWyy(t,f)|

(2.8)

where SWxy(t,f) is the wavelet cross-spectrum between X and Y around time t and
frequency f which is given by equation 2.9.

SWxy(t,f) =
∫ t+ δ

2

t− δ2
Wx(τ,f)W ∗y (τ,f)dτ (2.9)

where Wx and Wy are the wavelet transforms of the signals that is obtained through
the convolution of the signal with the chosen wavelet function, ∗ denotes the complex
conjugate. δ is an important parameter and is adapted to the frequency of interest. This
is an important feature of wavelet analysis, as it improves the temporal resolution of the
calculations. For lower frequencies the time window is longer than for higher frequencies,
that is, for low frequencies a bigger value of δ may be chosen.

Mutual information

Mutual information is one of the measures from information theory and can be used to
assess both linear and non-linear dependencies between two time-series, as it detects second
and higher order correlations. This metric quantifies how much can be known about a
given variable by observing another [83]. In particular, it estimates how much information
is shared between the two [32] by quantifying the reduction of uncertainty about one
time-series when having into account what is known about the other at the same time.

Being X and Y two discrete variables, mutual information is given by:

MI(X,Y ) =
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x,y) log
(
p(x,y)
p(x)p(y)

)
(2.10)

which may be expressed, in terms of entropy, as:

MI(X,Y ) =H(Y )−H(Y |X) =H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ) (2.11)

If one variable does not depend on the other we have H(Y |X) = H(Y ) and mutual
information has its minimum value. On the other hand, if the two variables are equal,
mutual information has its maximum value. Hence, mutual information is always non
negative.

As defined here, mutual information is symmetric and lacks on content about direction-
ality. In addition, it must be noted that authors refer that its reliable estimation frequently
requires large amount of data [63].

Transfer entropy

Transfer entropy is another measure that comes from information theory. It is a model
free non-linear metric that quantifies the uncertainty on a given time-series when having
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information about its past and the past of another one. Hence, in opposition to mutual
information, it also reflects the dynamics of the processes [71].

Being X and Y two time-series, the transfer entropy is given by:

TE(X,Y ) =
∑

xt+1∈X

∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(xt+1,xt,yt) log
(

p(x,y)
p(xt+1|xt,yt)p(xt+1|xt)

)
(2.12)

As for mutual information, a reliable estimation of this metric relies upon a large
sample size [63, 83].

h2 - Non Linear Correlation Coefficient

h2 is a non-linear correlation coefficient that describes the dependency between two signals
whatever the type of relationship existent between them [55].

If we have two signals, x and y, and the value of y is considered as a function of the
value of x, then, the value of the first given the second may be described according to a
regression curve [55] given by equation 2.13. The correlation ratio, eta2, expresses the
reduction of the variance of y by using the given curve to predict its values. h2 is an
estimate of eta2 [63].

µy|x(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞

yp(y|x)dy (2.13)

In practice, it is done a scatter plot of y versus x. x is subdivided into bins and it is
computed an approximation of the regression curve connecting certain points - a point per
bin whose coordinates correspond to y’s average and the bin’s midpoint - using a certain
algorithm. h2 is given by equation 2.14, where f(xi) is the linear piecewise approximation
of the non-linear regression curve [63].

h2
y|x =

∑N
k=1 y

2(k)−
∑N
k=1(y(k)− f(xi))2∑N

k=1 y
2(k)

(2.14)

In opposition to the correlation function, the correlation ratio, h2, may be asymmetric
which translates to different relationships between x, y and y, x. Its asymmetry gives
insights on the of relationship between the signals. If the relationship is linear, then h2

approximates the squared cross-correlation function [63].

The evaluation of effective connectivity is usually model based and requires a priori
set of regions and hypothesized set of connections. The most used methods are: Structural
Equation Models, Dynamic Causal Modelling, and Granger Causality. The last one is
a model free metric as well as transfer entropy, which is also used to assess effective
connectivity and measures information flow [71, 83].

Several studies have shown that brain activity is time-varying during the time it
is acquired [45], hence, there is an urge to develop new statistical methods for a time-
varying analysis. These methods include the use of a sliding window, Psychophysiological
Interactions, Dynamic Connectivity Regression, Dynamic Bayesian Variable Partition
Model, and others [32].
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2.2.2 Main Intrinsic Connectivity Networks

There are methods that lead to the detection of large-scale neural networks. The most
commonly used are seed based or data driven approaches [19]. This last approach in-
cludes several multivariate decomposition methods, like Independent Component Analysis,
Principal Component Analysis, and Singular-Value Decomposition [32].

An intrinsic connectivity network corresponds to a large-scale network observed at
rest [10]. With most interest being given to Default Mode Network (DMN) [34], there is,
however, different intrinsic networks that have been identified using rs-fMRI. For example,
Yeo et al. used data from 1000 subjects and found seven main networks [77]. A brief
description of some of the main intrinsic networks found in the literature is given bellow.

Sensorimotor network: is comprised by the primary motor cortex, primary sensory cor-
tex, secondary sensory cortex, supplementary motor area, ventral premotor cortex,
putamen, thalamus, and cerebellum [19].

Dorsal attentional network: is comprised by the intraparietal sulci, parts of the superior
parietal lobes and the frontal eye field, and the temporal lobe MT complex. It is
especially involved in attention reorientation during visual attentional functioning [19,
35] and, together with the ventral attentional network, it is a key component of the
attention regulation systems.

Ventral attentional network: is comprised by the temporal-parietal junction, the frontal
operculum, and the supramarginal gyrus [35, 64]. This network is involved in envi-
ronment monitoring for salient stimuli [19].

Frontoparietal control network or executive control network: is comprised by the lateral
frontal pole, Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC), Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (dlPFC),
anterior Prefrontal Cortex (PFC), lateral cerebellum, anterior insula, caudate, and
inferior parietal lobe [19].

This network is involved on the coordination of cognitive control, which is the process
of voluntary goal-driven behaviour that requires accurate and rapid adaptation to
different sets, including emotional and social cues. There is evidence of the integration
of the frontoparietal control network with other networks to whom it provides support
for a flexible modulation [56].

Default network: is comprised by the anterior medial PFC, Posterior Cingulate Cortex
(PCC), precuneus, and angular gyrus, and by other two subsystems: the dorsomedial
prefrontal cortex subsystem and the medial temporal lobe subsystem. The dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex subsystem includes: temporal pole, lateral temporal cortex,
temporoparietal junction, and Dorsomedial Prefrontal Cortex (dmPFC). The medial
temporal lobe subsystem includes: hippocampal formation, parahippocampal cortex,
retrosplenial cortex, posterior inferior parietal lobe, and Ventromedial Prefrontal
Cortex (vmPFC) [19].
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This network is also known as task-negative network, because during most tasks it
is deactivated [66]. This is true for tasks that demand external focus of attention.
When attentional focus is internal, like during daydreaming or memory retrieval, this
network is also found to be activated [52]. This network is negatively correlated with
the attentional network [76].

Salience network: is mainly comprised by the anterior insula and the ACC. This network
identifies salient stimuli and coordinates cognitive resources [61].

2.3 Assessing Brain Connections with Neuroimage

Currently, several neuroimaging techniques can be used to study human brain connections,
namely: MRI, Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Magnetoencephalography (MEG),
and EEG [28]. MRI is the most commonly used due to its availability, non-invasiveness,
and high spatial resolution [24]. Furthermore, it can provide both structural and functional
characterization, as Diffusion-Weighted MRI (dMRI) and fMRI allow to study structural
and functional connectivity, respectively [8].

As it is the scope of this study, it is important to mention that when studying functional
connectivity there are confounds that may contribute to the appearance of patterns that
are not related to neural activity [12]. These patterns need to be identified and removed
from the data prior to any further analysis and may be related, for example, to physiological
fluctuations due to respiration or heart beating [82]. In addition, other preprocessing steps
are essential, such as motion correction.

From the literature, two main steps involved in imaging brain connections can be
identified [24, 25, 33], they are: region definition and connectivity measurement.

2.3.1 Region Definition

The first step to analyse brain connectivity is region definition or brain parcellation. At
the end of this phase, one gets the regions from which connectivity will be measured, as
in the second image from the flowchart in figure 2.3. However there is no obvious best
method for boundary definition and inter-subject variability does not make the problem
easier. Despite the efforts being put in the search for the optimal clustering technique,
this remains unsettled.

In fact, several heuristic methods have been used in the past to achieve brain parcella-
tion, each having its advantages and disadvantages. Anatomical templates - brain atlases
such as Harvard Oxford or Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) -, cytoarchitecture
information, random parcellation, blinded source-separation techniques or data-driven par-
cellation are just some of the methods that have already been used [24, 33]. The favourite
method tends to be the data-driven parcellation [25], through which clusters determined
by unsupervised learning applied to functional data are obtained.
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Figure 2.3: Flowchart with the fundamental steps involved in resting state connectivity
analysis. From [37].

One must have in mind that this is a very important stage, as studies have shown that
network analysis is influenced by parcellation [8, 10, 90].

As mentioned in the previous section, in subsection 2.2.1, individual voxels may be
used as regions for connectivity analysis. This leads to a more complex statistical problem,
hence, defining larger regions using one of the former techniques, significantly diminishes
the computational costs, either related to running time or spatial constraints.

2.3.2 Connectivity Measurement

The second step corresponds to the assessment of connectivity between the regions pre-
viously defined. Here, the focus can be on each of the previously mentioned types of
connectivity - structural or functional. At the end of this stage, each type of connectivity
can be stored as a n x n connectivity matrix, n being the number of brain regions de-
fined [8]. An example can be found on the forth image from the flowchart in figure 2.3.
Connectivity studies may be done using these matrices or using graphs.

Graphs are representations of networks and are defined by a set of nodes with a set of
ties between them, which are the edges. This corresponds to a set of brain regions with
the corresponding connections. These graphs are defined using data from the matrices
and may or not be weighted or directed as the matrices that were used to obtain them.
Moreover, they can be represented by an adjacency matrix, as the one on the fifth image
of figure 2.3, and analysed through graph theory methods.
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In the present chapter, it will be done some notes regarding previous knowledge on the
topics of this study. In particular, it will be mentioned some of the discovered neurological
impairments occurring on subjects with ADHD, as this will be the disorder from the
analysed case study. Moreover, results from studies regarding the effect of using different
metrics on connectivity measures will be mentioned.

3.1 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

ADHD is one of the most common neurodevelopmental disorders diagnosed during child-
hood and can persist through adulthood [19, 59]. Affecting around 5% of the children
worldwide in 2007 [19], this disorder is diagnosed on the basis of subjective measures, that
include clinical presentations and interviews [14, 27, 46].

It is characterized by age inappropriate behaviours of impulsivity, inattention and
hyperactivity [16, 48, 91] and has effects either on social and academic realm. There
are different ADHD subtypes, including hyperactivity-impulsivity (ADHD-H), persistent
inattention (ADHD-I), and combined (ADHD-C) that is a combination of the former [23].

In the past years, many studies using different neuroimaging techniques as PET, Single-
Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), and MRI were done hopping to con-
tribute to a better understanding of the pathological mechanisms of ADHD and in the
search for a better diagnosis and treatment. These studies have documented not only
behaviour disturbances but also abnormalities on functional and structural connectivity
and volumetric differences on several brain regions on subjects with ADHD [14, 15, 27].

At first, it was hypothesized that ADHD was caused by impairments in the prefrontal-
striatal circuits and some authors even say that extreme focus on this model has held up
the study of other regions that could also play important roles in ADHD [20]. However,
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new discoveries, supported by new technological advances, have led to the emergence of
other models, that have into account other regions of the brain like the occipital and
temporal cortices [19]. Furthermore, there is a great number of studies that suggest that
DMN impairment is a core player on ADHD pathophysiology.

Focusing on rs-fMRI studies, in the following paragraphs, a brief review on some of
the findings from several studies on ADHD will be presented. In these studies, several
different methods were used to assess population differences, including Regional Homogene-
ity (ReHo), Amplitude of Low-Frequency Fluctuation (ALFF), and pairwise functional
connectivity measures. Most of these last studies used Pearson’s correlation coefficient to
characterize the connectivity strength between different brain areas.

3.1.1 Altered ReHo and ALFF measurements on ADHD subjects

ReHo measures how similar a time-series of a given voxel is from those of its closest
neighbours and reflects the temporal synchrony of the BOLD signal.

Altered ReHo in ADHD subjects was registered in, at least, two rs-fMRI studies.
Areas that showed decreased ReHo were: bilateral frontal pole, dlPFC [3], and fronto-
striatal-cerebellar circuits [15]. Occipital, bilateral sensorimotor, and parieto-visual cortices,
however, showed increased ReHo [3, 15].

Table 3.1: Regions with altered ReHo measurements on ADHD subjects.

Brain Regions Study
Decreased ReHo - bilateral frontal pole [3]

- bilateral dlPFC [3]
- fronto-striatal-cerebellar circuits [15]

Increased ReHo - occipital cortex [15]
- bilateral sensorimotor cortex [3]
- bilateral parieto-visual cortex [3]

When it comes to ALFF, in 2007, Zang et al. reported decreased ALFF in bilateral
cerebellum and vermis, along with increased ALFF in the right ACC and bilateral brain-
stem [91]. Yang et al., however, found decreased ALFF in the in bilateral anterior and
middle cingulate cortex [89].

Several differences in ALFF were reported on different regions comprising the frontal
lobe. For example, decreased ALFF was reported in the inferior frontal cortex [86, 91] and
in the right frontal gyrus [89].

Wang et al. also reported increased ALFF in several regions, including: bilateral middle
frontal gyrus, left superior frontal gyrus, right rectus gyrus, left insula, and right inferior
temporal gyrus [86]. Increased ALFF on the left superior frontal gyrus was also reported
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by Yang et al. on another study [89]. Another region having reports of increased ALFF
was the sensorimotor cortex [89, 91].

Table 3.2: Regions with altered ALFF measurements on ADHD subjects.

Brain Regions Study
Decreased ALFF - bilateral cerebellum and vermis [91]

- bilateral anterior and middle cingulate cortex [89]
- inferior frontal cortex [86, 91]
- right frontal gyrus [89]

Increased ALFF - right ACC [91]
- bilateral brainstem [91]
- bilateral middle frontal gyrus [91]
- left superior frontal gyrus [86, 89]
- right rectus gyrus [86]
- left insula [86]
- right inferior temporal gyrus [86]
- sensorimotor cortex [89, 91]

3.1.2 Altered connectivity measurements on ADHD subjects

Several studies have found abnormal connectivity patterns on subjects with ADHD when
comparing to patterns from control subjects.

Increased connectivity was found between the Dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex (dACC)
and several regions, including: bilateral thalamus, bilateral cerebellum, bilateral insula,
and bilateral brainstem [78].

Sun et al. also found abnormal patterns involving the dACC, having reported a
significant negative functional connectivity between the middle temporal gyrus and the
dACC on subjects with ADHD while controls showed no significant functional connectivity
between these areas. They also reported decreased inverse connectivity between the dACC
and both the dmPFC and the PCC [76].

Within the basal ganglia it was also found impaired connectivity on ADHD subjects.
Cao et al. studied the connections between brain areas using the putamen as a seed
and found abnormal connectivity between this area and several others. More specifically,
they reported increased connectivity between the left putamen and the right globus pal-
lidus/thalamus. In addition, they found decreased negative connectivity between the left
putamen and: the right declive and the right superior and middle temporal gyrus. They
also reported decreased connectivity between the same region and: the right subcallosal
gyrys/nucleus accumbens and right superior frontal gyrus. Decreased negative connectiv-
ity was also observed between the right putamen and both the right precuneus and left
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declive [16]. Altered connectivity between the thalamus and basal ganglia was reported
by Mills et al. [58].

Cocchi et al. reported other connections with increased connectivity, such as the
connection between the left Orbitofrontal Cortex (OFC) and both the right lingual gyrus
and the left superior frontal cortex and between the left amygdala and the right precentral
gyrus. In the same study, they reported decreased connectivity between the OFC and the
amygdala and temporal cortices [22].

There were other regions between which it was reported impaired functional connec-
tivity, for example, Hoekzema et al. found increased connectivity between de left dlPFC
and other regions, that included areas from sensorimotor network and DMN, including
the precuneus and the PCC [43].

Posner et al. studied connectivity patterns involving dlPFC and Ventral Striatum (VS)
and found altered connectivity. When it comes to the left dlPFC, they found decreased
values with: left anterior operculum, left supplementary motor area, left dorsal caudate,
left precentral gyrus, right dACC, and left supramarginal gyrus; and increased values with
the middle occipital gyrus bilaterally and the left middle frontal gyrus. On the other hand,
the right dlPFC showed decreased values with the left anterior operculum, left inferior
frontal gyrus, and right dorsal caudate. Regarding the VS, decreased values for the left
VS were reported with the left OFC and right hippocampus; and, for the the right VS,
with the right anterior prefrontal cortex [64].

Tomasi et al., using short and long-range functional connectivity density, found impair-
ments within reward-motivation regions and decreased functional connectivity between
DMN regions and dorsal attentional networks. The superior parietal cortex, which is a
region from the dorsal attentional network involved in attention processing, the precuneus,
which is a region from the DMN, and the cerebellum had lower connectivity density; the
VS, the OFC, and caudate, which are regions involved in reward and motivation, had
higher connectivity density for ADHD. In particular, they reported: higher connectivity
between the OFC and both the VS and ACC and lower connectivity between the OFC
and the superior parietal cortex and between the VS and the precuneus, temporal pole,
and parahippocampal gyrus [79].

Default Mode Network in ADHD

Dysfunctions involving the DMN are thought to be the cause of attentional problems in
patients with ADHD [59, 81], in particular, due to its impaired suppression [79].

Concerning this network, Fair et al. found patterns suggestive of delayed neuromat-
uration [30] and in another study it was reported association between PCC and dACC
connectivity and age for controls, which did not happened for ADHD subjects [76].

In addition, decreased functional connectivity was reported between vmPFC and
PCC [20, 30], which are both components of the DMN.
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CONNECTIVITY

Not only disturbances within the DMN were reported but also between this and other
networks.

As mentioned above, Cao et al. observed decreased inverse functional connectivity
between the right putamen and the right precuneus (component of DMN) [16], Sun et
al. found decreased inverse functional connectivity between the DMN and the cognitive
control network [76] and Tomasi et al. observed decreased functional connectivity between
region from the DMN and dorsal attentional networks [79].

Castellanos et al. also reported abnormalities involving the DMN, in particular, they
reported less negatively correlated activity between dACC and PCC/precuneus [20].

Sato et al. computed an abnormality index through unsupervised machine learning and,
using this index, discovered an higher abnormality index for dACC and PCC connection
in subjects with ADHD [70].

Furthermore, a less negative correlation for ADHD subjects between dlPFC and com-
ponents from the DMN was also reported [43]. In the same study, it was found enhanced
between network coherence and reduced within network coherence.

It must be noted that there are some inconsistencies across different studies, that some
authors hypothesized as being caused by different methodological conditions, for example,
different sample sizes, different disease subtypes sample representation, exclusion or not
of subjects using or that used medication in the past, or even different age ranges [15, 26,
91].

3.2 Comparison Between Different Measures of Connectivity

Several studies have highlighted the importance of feature selection and dimensionality
reduction in the classifier performance. However, data comparing the effect of different
types of brain connectivity metrics in the classifier performance is scarce.

Smith et al. [72] simulated fMRI data to evaluate different functional connectivity
metrics. The focus was rs-fMRI. Authors tested: correlation and partial correlation, reg-
ularized inverse covariance, mutual information, Granger causality and related lag-based
measures, coherence, Bayes net methods, among others. They showed that inappropriate
functional ROIs is bad for the estimation and noted that the sensitivity to detect a connec-
tion depends on the length of the fMRI session. In terms of detecting connection existence,
the best ranked methods achieved at least 90% sensitivity (Partial correlation, Bayes net
methods, and inverse covariance). On the other hand, detecting directionality, the best
performance method (Patel’s conditional dependence measure of connection directionality)
had 70% of accuracy. Methods based on high-order statistics performed worse than the
others.

Wang et al. [84] benchmarked 42 connectivity metrics using simulated datasets that
where obtained using 5 different generative models. First, they performed an optimization
of the parameters of each method and then applied those methods to different models.
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Table 3.3: Pairs of regions with altered connectivity measurements on ADHD subjects.

Pair of Brain Regions Study
Decreased FC - left putamen: right declive, right superior and middle tem-

poral gyrus, right subcallosal gyrus/nucleus accumbens, and
right superior frontal gyrus

[16]

- right putamen: right precuneus, left declive [16]
- dACC: PCC and precuneus [20]
- dACC: dmPFC and PCC [76]
- vmPFC: PCC [20, 30]
- left dlPFC: left anterior operculum, left supplementary
motor area, left dorsal caudate, left precentral gyrus, right
dACC, and left supramarginal gyrus

[64]

- right dlPFC: left anterior operculum, left inferior frontal
gyrus, and right dorsal caudate

[64]

- left VS: left OFC and right hippocampus [64]
- right VS: right anterior PFC [64]
- VS: precuneus, temporal pole, and parahippocampal gyrus [79]
- OFC: amygdala and temporal cortices [22]
- OFC: superior parietal cortex [79]
- left dlPFC: areas from DMN (precuneus, PCC) [43]

Increased FC - dACC: bilateral thalamus, bilateral cerebellum, bilateral
insula, and bilateral brainstem

[78]

- left putamen: right globus pallidus/thalamus [16]
- left dlPFC: middle occipital gyrus bilaterally, left middle
frontal gyrus

[64]

- left dlPFC: areas from sensorimotor network [43]
- left OFC cortex: right lingual gyrus and left superior frontal
cortex

[22]

- OFC: VS and ACC [79]
- left amygdala: right precentral gyrus [22]

They studied, for example, which methods led to a correct connectivity inference and
under which circumstances. Furthermore, they analysed performance with different signal-
to-noise ratio and network configurations. They achieved better method performance than
the previous study and proposed that this could be due to parameters optimization which
was not done by in the former study. Authors stated that no single optimal method exists
for all type of data.

A systematic analysis of functional connectivity metric reliability (capacity to obtain
the same results for the same subject in different sessions) was carried by Fiecas et al. [31]
in a study that comprised metrics such as cross-correlation, cross-coherence, and pairwise
bivariate autoregressive model-based metrics. Stability was quantified using random-effects
ANOVA model and cross-correlation was the best ranked metric.
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Materials and Methods

In this chapter, it will be presented a detailed description of the methodological framework
used to obtain the results from this study, going from matrix construction, using different
connectivity metrics, to statistical analysis.

We will start with a detailed description of the dataset that was used and then it will
be given a brief outline of the used software and the methodology followed for data analysis.
In particular, a general overview of the software, with special regard to the features used
during this study, will be given along with a description of the followed steps.

Two different approaches were carried out. The first was to perform pairwise functional
connectivity metric comparison. The second consisted on control versus patient functional
connectivity comparison. These will from now on be referred as approach A and B:

• A. Pairwise Functional Connectivity Metric Comparison
• B. Control versus Patient Comparison

For both approaches, the first step was to construct several functional connectivity
matrices using the time-series from each subject comprised on the dataset. For the same
subject it was used several connectivity metrics. Following matrices construction, pro-
cedures were different for each approach and this will be explained later in detail. For
approach B, matrices were directly used for statistical analysis, however, for approach A,
normalization had to be done prior to statistical analysis.

Functional connectivity matrices were computed using MULAN toolbox and statistical
analysis using GraphVar toolbox. Both toolboxes are freely available online.
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4.1 Participants

4.1.1 ACPI Dataset

To perform the intended analysis, it was used rs-fMRI data from a dataset of 1000 Func-
tional Connectomes Project, more specifically from the ACPI [2].

ACPI is an initiative which primary goal is to ease image processing and analysis of
datasets generated by investigators from the National Institute on Drug Abuse. Both raw
and preprocessed data are available to download at the homepage along with phenotypic
information about data samples which were collected on 6 different sites, including univer-
sity medical centres and hospitals. Preprocessing on the raw rs-fMRI data was done using
Configurable Pipeline for the Analysis of Connectomes which is an open-source software
pipeline that allows for automated preprocessing and analysis of rs-fMRI data.

There are 8 different preprocessing pipelines available to download. Each of these
follow the same basic strategies: anatomical registration, tissue segmentation, functional
registration, functional masking, nuisance correction, temporal filtering, motion correction,
and spatial smoothing. The differences are related with specific preprocessing steps. For
instance, regarding registration, there are two options: Advanced Normalization Tools
(ANTs) or FMRIB’s Non-linear Image Registration Tool. Other options are related with
additional corrections, which are additional motion correction (scrubbing vs no scrubbing)
and additional nuisance signal correction (global signal regression vs no global signal
regression). Furthermore, the following parcellations are available among the preprocessed
datasets: AAL, Craddock 200, Harvard-Oxford, and random parcels. A more detailed
description of the preprocessing strategy is available at the previously mentioned homepage,
as well as information about scan parameters [1].

Among ACPI there are different datasets with data coming from different investiga-
tions. For the present study it was used ACPI Multimodal Treatment of Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (MTA) dataset as it had more data samples available and allowed
for control versus patient functional connectivity comparison opposed to the other avail-
able datasets which focused on drug addiction, having no specific disease under analysis.
Furthermore, as it had been used on previous studies aiming classification it could allow
for interesting confrontation with the outcomes from this study.

Data from MTA comes from a multisite study that intended to evaluate treatments
for ADHD and includes samples from subjects with ADHD and control subjects, adding
up to a total of 129 subjects, 104 males and 25 females with ages between 21 and 27
years. Moreover, this dataset comprises four different sample groups with 42 ADHD
substance users, 46 ADHD non-substance users, 20 control substance users, and 21 control
non-substance users.

More specifically, it was downloaded MTA 1 dataset with ANTs registered and chosen
no scrubbing since it leads to less time points which is a critical quality for the intended
analysis as it will be explained later. No global signal regression was also chosen as there is
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controversial opinion upon its use [60]. All the samples were acquired at a 0.50 Hz sample
frequency and have durations ranging from 4 to 6 minutes. Temporal filtering that had
been applied consisted on a band pass filtering of 0.01 to 0.1 Hz.

In what concerns parcellation, it was chosen the AAL atlas following the standard
procedure of the research institute where this study took place. A list with all the regions
and the corresponding number in the atlas can be found in table 4.1. When two numbers
are presented, the odd number corresponds to the left sided region and the even number
to the right sided region.

Table 4.1: List of the 116 brain regions that are comprised in the AAL atlas.

Brain Area AAL Region Designation AAL Region No.

Frontal Lobe

Precentral gyrus 1, 2
Superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral 3, 4
Superior frontal gyrus, orbital part 5, 6
Middle frontal gyrus 7, 8
Middle frontal gyrus, orbital part 9, 10
Inferior frontal gyrus, opercular part 11, 12
Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part 13, 14
Inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part 15, 16
Rolandic operculum 17, 18
Supplementary motor area 19, 20
Olfactory cortex 21, 22
Superior frontal gyrus, medial 23, 24
Superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital 25, 26
Gyrus rectus 27, 28
Paracentral lobule 69, 70

Insula and
Cingulate

Insula 29, 30
Anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri 31, 32
Median cingulate and paracingulate gyri 33, 34
Posterior cingulate gyrus 35, 36

Temporal
Lobe

Hippocampus 37, 38
Parahippocampal gyrus 39, 40
Amygdala 41, 42
Fusiform gyrus 55, 56
Heschl gyrus 79, 80
Superior temporal gyrus 81, 82
Temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus 83, 84
Middle temporal gyrus 85, 86

Continued on next page
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Table 4.1: Continued from previous page

Temporal pole: middle temporal gyrus 87, 88
Inferior temporal gyrus 89, 90

Central
Structures

Caudate nucleus 71, 72
Lenticular nucleus, putamen 73, 74
Lenticular nucleus, pallidum 75, 76
Thalamus 77, 78

Occipital
Lobe

Calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex 43, 44
Cuneus 45, 46
Lingual gyrus 47, 48
Superior occipital gyrus 49, 50
Middle occipital gyrus 51, 52
Inferior occipital gyrus 53, 54

Parietal
Lobe

Postcentral gyrus 57, 58
Superior parietal gyrus 59, 60
Inferior parietal, but supramarginal and angular gyri 61, 62
Supramarginal gyrus 63, 64
Angular gyrus 65, 66
Precuneus 67, 68

Cerebellum
and Vermis

Cerebelum Crus 1 91, 92
Cerebelum Crus 2 93, 94
Cerebelum 3 95, 96
Cerebelum 4, 5 97, 98
Cerebelum 6 99, 100
Cerebelum 7b 101, 102
Cerebelum 8 103, 104
Cerebelum 9 105, 106
Cerebelum 10 107, 108
Vermis 1, 2 109
Vermis 3 110
Vermis 4, 5 111
Vermis 6 112
Vermis 7 113
Vermis 8 114
Vermis 9 115
Vermis 10 116
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4.2 Quantifying Functional Connectivity

MULAN is an open source toolbox that runs on MATLAB which was developed by Wang et
al. and allows for functional connectivity matrices construction using different metrics [84].

Seven different families of metrics are available on MULAN toolbox, they are: correla-
tion (time basic), coherence (frequency basic), Granger causality, transfer entropy, mutual
information, h2, and AH. All these families comprise a total of 42 different metrics of
functional connectivity. Detailed mathematical description of each metric can be found in
the supplemental material from the study of Wang et al. [84].

To obtain connectivity matrices for every metric of a given family it has to be provided
a .mat file and several parameters. The .mat file must have information regarding one
single subject, which includes the time-series from each ROI and the sample frequency.
Required parameters depend on the selected metric’s family and include: size of the sliding
window size, window overlap, minimal and maximal frequency for frequency domain metrics,
maximum lags for model-free metrics, and model order for model-based metrics. The choice
of these parameters is a critical step as it is known to conduct to different results.

After providing the required input (resting state data, metric’s family and corresponding
parameters) and pressing the Calculation button, for a given data sample and for each
metric, each pairwise ROI time-series is analysed. This analysis is performed by window
and the number of windows (N) depends upon the chosen size of the sliding window. At
the end of the analysis, N connectivity matrices are obtained for each subject and for each
metric.

To visualize the results regarding one single metric it must be pressed the button
Demonstration that makes appear on the screen the matrix and corresponding network for
the selected sliding window (obtained after selection of the intended threshold). Navigation
between sliding windows is allowed and it is done by using control buttons from the Window
Control panel. It is available the option to visualize the average of the N windows by
pressing the Average button and also the option to see at the same time the connectivity
strengths for each pair of time-series for the N windows and its average using the Analysis
button.

Only five families were used in this study due to the computational cost that the other
two implied. The families that were used are: frequency basic, h2, mutual information,
time basic, and transfer entropy. A list of the used metrics belonging to the mentioned
families can be found in table 4.2. The chosen parameters for matrix construction were
different for each approach and were chosen based on the optimization made by Wang
et al. [84] with some adjustments that had to be done according to the features of the
dataset.
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Table 4.2: List of metrics used throughout the present study and respective notation. B-
bivariate, P- partial; F- Fourier, W- wavelet; D- directed, U- undirected.

Family Metrics

Frequency Basic BCohF, BCohW

Hsquare BH2D, BH2U, PH2D, PH2U

Mutual Information BMITU, PMITU, BMITD1, PMITD1

Time Basic BCorrU, BCorrD, PCorrU, PCorrD

Transfer Entropy BTEU, BTED, PTEU, PTED

4.2.1 Connectivity Matrices Computation

A. Pairwise Functional Connectivity Metric Comparison

In this case, only control subjects were selected, maintaining a proportional ratio between
the sample groups. Exams with less than 6 minutes were excluded, as it is recommended
the use of longer time-series to obtain more reliable values of connectivity strengths when
computing the matrices [84]. After selection, a total of 24 subjects remained left.

For this approach, a trade-off between window size and number of windows had to
be done, as more than one window was necessary for the normalization process that was
going to be done later. At first it was used 3 windows with the duration of 180 seconds
each. However, it was decided to use 6 windows which had the duration of 100 seconds
each, as the maximum number of windows would be the ideal situation and, at the same
time, a certain minimum number of time points (which depends upon the metric) was an
important requirement recommended by Wang et al. [84].

For the frequency band it was taken into account the filtering that was previously done
and was selected the minimal and maximal frequency of 0.01 and 0.1 Hz. The maximum
lag and window overlap was selected according to the optimization mentioned before.

A total of 17× 6 = 108 matrices were obtained per subject (6 per metric). For each
subject there were: 5 matrices from Frequency Basic (3 from BCohF and 2 from BCohW
- corresponding to different frequencies), 4 matrices from Time Basic family, 4 matrices
from Hsquare family, and 4 matrices from Mutual Information family. Matrices belonging
to transfer entropy family are not considered here, as they had to be excluded, because
their computation, in spite of the efforts, led to undefined strength weights indicated as
NaN in MATLAB. The first frequency for BCohW was also not considered, because it also
led to undefined weights, which could not be explained.

For each metric, the averaged connectivity matrix was computed as, according to the
literature, the average corresponds to more stable value of connectivity strength. At the
end, a total of 17 usable matrices per subject were obtained. Although, not all of them
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were used for statistical analysis due to the great number of possible pairwise combinations
17C62 = 136 which would imply an extensive analysis difficult to conduct during the
available time. It was decided that only bivariate metrics would be considered for the next
step and that metrics from the same family would not be compared with each other.

B. Control versus Patient Comparison

For this approach, a total of 80 subjects were selected, once again, maintaining a propor-
tional ratio between sample groups: 40 control subjects (18 Grupo A e 22 do grupo B)
and 40 ADHD patients (20 Grupo C e 20 Grupo D).

It was decided that only one sliding window would be used, having the size of the whole
time-series, which varied between 4 and 6 minutes as no exclusion criteria was followed
regarding the duration of the exams. This is not ideal, however, as mentioned on the
previous section, it was important to have a minimum number of time points and, for some
of the metrics, this corresponded to the use of the whole time-series. Furthermore, no
normalization procedure would have to be done after matrix computation, which implies
no need for more than one sliding window. In addition, using the whole time-series has the
advantage of being less time consumption. Both the frequency band and the maximum
lag selected was the same as in approach A for the same reasons.

It was obtained a total of 22 matrices per subject, that is, a total of 1760 matrices, each
one having 116× 116 weights. All these matrices were considered for statistical analysis.

Table 4.3: Parameters used for matrices computation for both approach A and B.

Pairwise metric comparison Group Comparison
Minimal frequency 0.010 Hz
Maximal frequency 0.100 Hz
Step frequency 0.033 Hz
Model Order 5
Max Delay 12
Sample frequency 0.500 Hz

Size of windows 100 seconds Whole time-series
Number of windows 6 windows 1 window
Length of signals 6 minutes 4-6 minutes
Overlap 0.5 Not applicable

4.2.2 Connectivity Matrices Normalization

Aiming the comparison between different functional connectivity metrics, arises the prob-
lem that different metrics have different ranges of connectivity strengths. Therefore, to
have comparable matrices, it was identified the need of some sort of normalization.
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Different possibilities for normalization were studied, like using normalized versions
of each metric, however, these were not found among the literature for all the metrics.
The chosen procedure seemed to be the most appropriate and was based on one that was
done by Wang et al. [85] which consists on a normalization based upon the probability
distribution function of the connectivity strengths.

For each metric the non-normalized connectivity matrix corresponds to the average
matrix of N sliding windows, which in this case corresponds to 6 windows. The procedure
resides in obtaining a distribution function by bootstrapping on the total number of sliding
windows (N) a certain number of times (Y). In each iteration, N sliding windows matrices
are randomly selected with reposition from the initial N windows and the average matrix
of the selected windows is then computed. At the end of the bootstrapping, we obtain
Y averaged matrices that are used to build a histogram of all the connectivity strengths
comprised on every matrix. Then, the cumulative distribution function is computed and
used for normalization. In figure 4.1 a scheme of the process described here can be found.
After this procedure, all the values of connectivity strengths range between 0 and 1.

Figure 4.1: Scheme from the bootstrapping process followed to obtain the histogram used
for matrix normalization.

For this study the probability distribution function was obtained by doing 500 times
bootstrapping on 6 matrices. At the end, 17 normalized matrices per subject were obtained,
that is 408 normalized matrices. Each matrix with 116× 116 connectivity weights.

4.3 Statistical Analysis

To conduct statistical analysis, it was used the latest version of a toolbox named GraphVar
(version 2.01b) which also runs on MATLAB [11, 49]. This toolbox provides a user-friendly
GUI-based framework for brain connectivity analysis and results from the combination
of several features from existent toolboxes, such as Brain Connectivity Toolbox, Graph
Analysis Toolbox, and Network Based Toolbox.

GraphVar allows for brain network construction and characterization, statistical anal-
ysis, and interactive exploration of results. As input it takes a .mat file containing brain
connectivity matrices or ROI time-series and a spreadsheet with the parcellation scheme.
The schematic representation of GraphVar’s workflow can be found in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic workflow of GraphVar toolbox. From [49].

If time-series are provided they will be used for the computation of connectivity matrices
and the user can choose from the following available metrics: Pearson correlation, partial
correlation, Spearman correlation, percentage bend correlation, and mutual information.

For graph network construction, different options are available concerning what kind
of threshold is to be used or if any change in weights is supposed to be done. It is possible
to choose to compute different graph topological measures from graph theory. As these
features were not used, no further detail will be given.

An additional spreadsheet with information about any variable of interest, such as
subject ID, clinical and demographic information must be provided when the purpose is
to do statistical analysis. Statistical tests may be done on graph metrics or on the raw
matrix data. Either way GraphVar runs a General Linear Model (GLM) and calculates
F-tests which is equivalent to running t-tests, regressions, and Analysis of Covariance
(ANCOVA). Parametric or non-parametric testing may be chosen. In parametric testing,
data is assumed to be normally distributed. Non-parametric testing, on the other hand,
allows for testing when nothing is known concerning data distribution.

As statistical tests may be done both on graph metrics or raw matrix data, the de-
pendent variable may be a specific graph measure or the connectivity strength between
pairwise regions and corresponds to the outcome whose variation is being studied. To
perform the analysis, the user must select the variables of interest in terms of GLM. This
includes: between covariates, between factors, within covariates, and nuisance covariates.
A brief description of each of these terms, in accordance with GraphVar’s user manual, is
found below.

Between covariates are continuous variables that lead to the estimate of regression co-
efficients with regard to the dependent variables. They are regressed out prior to
analysis to eliminate collinearity with the intercept term which is the predicted value
of the dependent variable when all the independent variables are zero.

Between factors are categorical variables which should be selected when the goal is to
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estimate the effects of categorical variables, individual group means, and pairwise
differences between groups.

Within covariates are variables which should be selected when the estimation of regression
coefficients is to be done having into consideration repeated measures with two time
points. These variables, as between covariates, are regressed out prior to analysis to
eliminate collinearity with the intercept term.

Nuisance covariates are variables that are to be regressed out from the dependent variables
prior to analysis.

Within ID, is an option that is also available and allows to select repeated measures.
It is also possible to choose interactions between categorical, continuous, and categorical-
continuous variables.

Two types of non-parametric tests are available on GraphVar: testing against null
model networks or non-parametric permutation testing. Either way data is permuted a
certain number of times, specified by the user, to find the distribution of the test statistic.
This is then used to assess significance: if the test statistic falls outside the distribution at
a specified alpha level the result is assumed significant.

Detailed information about these and other features are available on GraphVar’s user
manual.

4.3.1 Group Comparisons

For approach A, non-parametric testing on raw matrix with no change in weights was
performed. Thus, it was selected the option "raw Matrix"in the Raw Matrix panel with "no
change"in weights. Furthermore, it was deselected all the options from Network Calculation
panel. In the GLM panel, regarding the field of between factors, it was selected a given
variable, depending on the approach. For both approaches permutation was chosen. In all
cases, the statistical analysis was performed for all pairwise 116 AAL brain regions.

A. Pairwise Functional Connectivity Metric Comparison

After excluding several metrics for the reasons presented on the subsection 4.2.1, 24 different
comparisons were done. To assess significance 2000 permutations were computed. The
null hypothesis being tested is that the group mean for different metrics is equal.

B. Control versus Patient Comparison

For each metric it was done one single comparison, considering the group variable (ADHD
vs Control) as a between factor. A total of 22 comparisons were done. To assess significance
1000 permutations were computed. The null hypothesis being tested is that the ADHD
and control group means are equal.
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Results and Discussion

In the following chapter, results that were obtained from the statistical analysis performed
using GraphVar toolbox will be presented and, in the meantime, a qualitative analysis and
a brief discussion of these results at the light of the current literature and previous work
will be done. A brief description about GraphVar’s interactive results viewer will be first
given.

5.1 Results Viewer Interface

GraphVar has an interactive user-friendly results viewer interface that is divided into three
panels: results selection box panel, general functions panel, and the results display panel.

Figure 5.1: Example of a matrix displayed on
the results display panel.

In the selection box, one may select the
variables and the intended threshold accord-
ing to which the results will be shown. An-
other selection that can be done in this
panel regards the brain regions to be shown,
as the user may select only a subsection of
the previously selected brain regions that
underwent statistical analysis.

The outcome from the statistical analy-
sis is shown in the results display panel and
its graphical representation depends upon
the type of data being analysed. In the
current case, as we performed a raw con-
nectivity matrix analysis, what is obtained

is a matrix whose rows and columns corresponds to the selected brain regions.
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When passing over a certain matrix element, that corresponds to a certain pair of brain
regions, a box with the statistical information is displayed, providing the mean group
difference, the t-value, and the p-value. The mean group difference corresponds to the
colour of the given matrix element which is in accordance with the colour scale provided
on the right (figure 5.1).

In the general functions panel, the user may choose an alpha level and choose to hide
non-significant mean group differences. Also within this panel, there is the option to
apply either Bonferroni or False Discovery Rate correction. If any correction method is
selected, a new alpha level is shown in accordance to this selection, corresponding to the
corrected alpha level. There is also the option to show results according to p-values from
the non-parametric testing by selecting the option Random Networks Groups.

Other settings are also available, including: the option to export or save the data, to
show p-values instead of mean group differences in the colour scale, and to see significant
subnetworks that can be found within the data.

In the following sections will be presented several matrices whose axis corresponds to
AAL regions and the colour from each matrix element expresses the mean group difference.
When existent, significant subnetworks obtained will also be presented. These networks
were visualized using BrainNet Viewer [88] or GraphVar.

5.2 Pairwise Functional Connectivity Metric Comparison

To assess significance, 2000 permutations were computed and an alpha level of 0.01 was
selected. It was selected Random Networks Groups so that non-parametric p-values would
be considered. Only significant differences according to the applied significance level will
be described.

(a) BCorrU-BMITU (b) BCorrD-BMITD1

Figure 5.2: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - matrices
from BCorrU-BMITU and BCorrD-BMITD1.
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COMPARISON

Some comparisons will not be presented here and were excluded from further analysis.
In particular, comparisons involving Hsquare family because normalized matrices from
this family were almost homogeneous with values close to 1. Hence, its comparisons were
difficult to interpret as Hsquare matrices had consistently bigger values. In addition, it
was chose not to present comparisons between directed and undirected metrics. Therefore,
a total of 11 comparisons were studied and will be next described.

5.2.1 BCorrU-BMITU

Figure 5.2a shows the results from metric comparison between BCorrU and BMITU.
It is noticeable that there are several pairs of brain regions showing significant positive

mean group differences. These pairs correspond to connections where connectivity is bigger
for the BCorrU metric. In particular, regions adjacent to the diagonal were registered to
have mostly positive mean group differences. Connections between areas from both the
cerebellum and vermis (except for cerebellum 10 and 9, and vermis 9) and areas from the
temporal and occipital lobes also had mainly positive mean group differences.

When it comes to stronger connectivity for measurements from BMITU, almost every
connection with the following regions may be mentioned: vermis 9, left posterior cingulate
gyrus, left angular gyrus, right gyrus rectus, cerebellum 8, 9 and 10, bilateral middle frontal
gyrus, and left pallidum. Furthermore, connections between the frontal and occipital lobes
and between the frontal lobe and cerebellum and vermis were also mostly negative.

One significant network with more than 100 nodes was obtained for this comparison.
It is not depicted here due to the large number of nodes which makes it illegible.

5.2.2 BCorrD-BMITD1

The comparison between the directed versions from the previously analysed metrics led to
a similar matrix, that was almost symmetric and can be found in figure 5.2b.

Regions adjacent to the diagonal were, once again, registered to have mostly positive
mean group differences. Other regions that had many connections with significant positive
mean group differences, included: bilateral cerebellum 4, 5 and 6, bilateral median cingulate
and paracingulate gyri, and right supplementary motor area.

On the other side, bigger values for BMITD1 were found for almost every connection
with: cerebellum 9 and 10, and vermis 9. In particular, connections between the cerebellum
and: frontal lobe, insula, and cingulate and paracingulate gyri mostly corresponded to
negative mean group differences. Connections between the frontal and occipital lobes also
had significant negative mean group differences.

The following regions may be highlighted for having lots of significant negative mean
group differences: left angular gyrus, bilateral middle temporal gyrus (temporal pole), left
pallidum, bilateral posterior cingulate gyrus, and bilateral middle frontal gyrus.

As in the last comparison, one significant network with more than 100 nodes was
obtained and is, for the same reason, not shown here.
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5.2.3 BCohW-BCorrU

(a) BCohW2-BCorrU (b) BCohW3-BCorrU

Figure 5.3: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - matrices
from BCohW2-BCorrU and BCohW3-BCorrU.

BCohW2-BCorrU

Results from the comparison BCohW2-BCorrU can be found in figures 5.3a and 5.4. For
this comparison, significant mean group differences were mostly negative.

Significant positive mean group differences were registered, for example, for connections
between: the left angular gyrus and hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, and amygdala;
left superior frontal gyrus and heschl gyrus, cerebellum and vermis; left posterior cingulate
gyrus and the orbital part of the inferior frontal gyrus, the left supplementary motor
area, and the right olfactory cortex. The left angular gyrus was, in fact, found on one
of the significant subnetworks obtained for this comparison. This subnetwork is depicted
in figure 5.4b and is comprised exclusively by connections with positive mean group
differences.

Other regions that had several significant connections with positive mean group differ-
ences across all the brain were: vermis 9, 10 and cerebellum 9, 10. The biggest positive
mean group difference was registered for: right heschl gyrus - left dorsolateral superior
frontal gyrus.

Significant negative mean group differences were found within cerebellar and vermis
areas, and along the diagonal, in particular, within the central structures, parahippocampal
gyrus, and the amygdala. These last regions belong to a subnetwork from which the left
middle occipital gyrus also belongs and that only has connections with negative mean
group differences (figure 5.4a).

Both the right precuneus and the right dorsolateral superior frontal gyrus had several
significant connections with negative mean group differences. The biggest negative mean
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - significant
networks from BCohW2-BCorrU. Blue line - negative mean group difference. Red line -
positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.

group difference was found for: right superior temporal gyrus - right thalamus. In fact,
these regions belong to another subnetwork obtained for the present comparison that,
besides regions from the temporal lobe and the central structures, also comprises regions
from the parietal lobe and the cerebellum (figure 5.4c).

BCohW3-BCorrU

In figure 5.3b, can be found the results from the comparison between BCohW3 and BCorrU.
It can be seen that significant mean group differences were, again, mostly negative.

Significant positive mean group differences were specially found for connections between
the frontal lobe and cerebellum and vermis, and for connections with: the left angular
gyrus (right putamen, left paracentral lobule, right amygdala, right parahippocampal gyrus,
median cingulate and paracingulate gyri) and the left posterior cingulate gyrus (left para-
central lobule, left cerebellum 10, vermis 10, left olfactory cortex, and left supplementary
motor area).

Significant negative mean group differences were mostly found for regions adjacent to
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the diagonal, connections between the cerebellum and vermis and for connections within
the frontal lobe. A subnetwork only composed by connections with negative mean group
differences can be seen in figure 5.5. In this subnetwork, the strongest connection for
BCorrU is represented and happens between the right superior temporal gyrus and the
right thalamus.

Figure 5.5: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - significant
network from BCohW3-BCorrU. Blue line - negative mean group difference. Red line -
positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.

5.2.4 BCohF-BCorrU

The comparison BCohF1-BCorrU had no significant differences at the selected significance
level.

BCohF2-BCorrU

This comparison had mostly positive mean group differences. These were, with special
regard, registered for several connections involving the following brain regions: vermis 9
and 10 (except for connections with the central structures and cerebellum and vermis),
left gyrus rectus (specially with central structures and supramarginal gyrus), vermis 1, 2
and cerebellum 10 (except for connections with cerebellum and vermis itself). Maximum
value was found for: left cerebellum 7 b - right olfactory cortex. Several of the previously
mentioned regions belong to two of the significant subnetworks obtained for this comparison.
These networks can be found in figures 5.7b and 5.7c.

The following regions had several significant negative mean group differences: right
rolandic operculum (lingual gyrus, cerebellum 6 and vermis 6), cerebellum 8 (right hip-
pocampus, lingual gyrus, right fusiform, left cerebellum 4,5), and paracentral lobule. The
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(a) BCohF2-BCorrU (b) BCohF3-BCorrU

Figure 5.6: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - matrices
from BCohF2-BCorrU and BCohF3-BCorrU.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.7: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - significant
networks from BCohF2-BCorrU. Blue line - negative mean group difference. Red line -
positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.
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biggest negative mean group difference was registered for: right heschl gyrus - right para-
central lobule and is one of the connections found on a subnetwork with only negative
mean group differences (figure 5.7a).

BCohF3-BCorrU

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - significant
networks from BCohF3-BCorrU. Blue line - negative mean group difference. Red line -
positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.

This comparison led to the matrix found in figure 5.6b, that mostly has significant
positive mean group differences. These positive differences were registered, for example,
for the following connections: vermis 9 and 10 - several regions (except from the occipital
lobe, cerebellum and vermis); gyrus rectus - central structures and supramarginal gyrus;
and also for connections between cerebellum 10, vermis 1 and 2 - some regions from the
frontal and parietal lobes. The biggest difference was found for the connection: right
cerebellum 3 - left orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus that, together with vermis 10,
belong to the subnetwork found in figure 5.8b. Other significant subnetwork was found
that has vermis 9 as one of its nodes and can be seen in figure 5.8a.
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Negative mean group differences were specially found for connections with the left
rolandic operculum. The biggest negative difference was registered for: right cerebellum 8
- right cerebellum 6 and, together with the right fusiform, these regions form one of the
significant networks that were obtained (figure 5.8c).

5.2.5 BCohW-BMITU

(a) BCohW2-BMITU (b) BCohW3-BMITU

Figure 5.9: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - matrices
from BCohW2-BMITU and BCohW3-BMITU.

BCohW2-BMITU

Figure 5.9a depicts the results from the comparison between BCohW2 and BMITU. Sig-
nificant negative mean group differences were in majority.

Significant positive mean group differences were specially registered for connections
within the frontal lobe, for connections between the left hippocampus and the cerebellum
3, 4, 5, and 6, and between the left calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex and regions
from the occipital lobe. The cerebellum 4 and 5 had several significant connections, mainly
with areas from the vermis and the cerebellum itself. In fact, this region comprises, with
vermis 1 and 2, the pair with the biggest positive difference. Furthermore, two signifi-
cant subnetworks only with positive mean group differences were obtained (figures 5.10a
and 5.10c). Figure 5.10c comprises the connection with the biggest difference and includes
specially areas from the cerebellum and vermis, while figure 5.10a includes areas from the
frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes.

When it comes to significant negative mean group differences, the following brain
regions had several significant connections: left pallidum, bilateral middle frontal gyrus,
and left amygdala.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.10: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - significant
networks from BCohW2-BMITU. Blue line - negative mean group difference. Red line -
positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.
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The triangular part of the inferior frontal gyrus also had several significant connections,
in particular with: orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate and paracin-
gulate gyri, right posterior cingulate gyrus, left amygdala, and right calcarine fissure and
surrounding cortex.

The biggest negative mean group difference was registered for the pair: right inferior
parietal gyrus - left amygdala. This connection is represented in figure 5.10d which depicts
a significant subnetwork obtained for the comparison BCohW2-BMITU that almost has
only negative mean group differences. Another significant subnetwork that was obtained
can be found in figure 5.10b and has nodes from the frontal and parietal lobes.

BCohW3-BMITU

The matrix resultant from this comparison is very similar to the previously analysed matrix
and can be found in figure 5.9b. Once again, significant mean group differences are mostly
negative.

Significant positive mean group differences were found for pairs of regions adjacent to
the diagonal with some exceptions (central structures and regions from the parietal lobe).
Differences for connections within cerebellum and vermis were mostly positive. In fact,
these connections constitute a significant subnetwork obtained for this comparison, that
can be found in figure 5.11a. This subnetwork is very similar to one of those obtained
for the comparison BCohW2-BMITU seen in figure 5.10c. There were other brain regions
with mostly significant positive mean group differences, which were: bilateral cerebellum
4 and 5, vermis 1 and 2, right supplementary motor area, and right fusiform gyrus. The
first two also appearing on the subnetwork mentioned above.

The biggest negative mean group differences were found for connections with the
following regions: left pallidum, bilateral middle frontal gyrus, left amygdala, and bilateral
angular gyrus.

In figure 5.11b a bigger subnetwork that was also obtained for the present comparison
is shown. This network is comprised by several of the regions mentioned here.

5.2.6 BCohF-BMITU

For all these comparisons the fraction of positive and negative mean group differences was
approximately the same (figure 5.12). Furthermore, concerning significant networks, one
big network with more than 100 nodes was found for each comparison. It is not shown
here as it is illegible due to its large amount of nodes.

BCohF1-BMITU

Positive mean group differences were registered for connections within areas from the
cerebellum and vermis and within regions from the frontal lobe (olfactory, medial superior
frontal gyrus, orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus, and gyrus rectus). The cerebellum
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - significant
networks from BCohW3-BMITU. Blue line - negative mean group difference. Red line -
positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.
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(a) BCohF1-BMITU (b) BCohF2-BMITU

(c) BCohF3-BMITU

Figure 5.12: Results from pairwise functional connectivity metric comparison - matrices
from BCohF-BMITU.

4, 5, and 6 had several significant connections, including with: median cingulate and
paracingulate gyri, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, calcarine fissure and
surrounding cortex, cuneus, and lingual gyrus. A cluster with positive differences was found
that includes: amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus, and hippocampus. Connections with the
right supplementary motor area and the right posterior cingulate gyrus and connections
between regions from the occipital lobe and fusiform gyrus also had positive mean group
differences. The biggest positive mean group difference was found for: vermis 1, 2 - right
cerebellum 4, 5.

Significant negative mean group differences were specially registered for connections
with the following areas: middle frontal gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus, and left angular
gyrus. The cerebellum 9, 10 had several significant connections with almost every brain
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region, except the hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, and the cerebellum
itself. The biggest negative mean group difference was found for the connection: right
cerebellum 10 - left middle frontal gyrus.

BCohF2-BMITU

Results were similar to those from the previously analysed comparison. Same type of
difference was registered for connections within the cerebellum, vermis and within regions
from the frontal lobe. Once again, a cluster with positive mean group differences was
found, involving: amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus, and hippocampus. The cerebellum
4, 5, and 6 had significant connections, involving calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex,
cuneus, and lingual gyrus. The biggest positive mean group difference was registered for
the same pair as in BCohF1-BMITU.

The posterior cingulate gyrus had several significant connections across the whole brain
with negative mean group differences, except with cerebellum and vermis, olfactory cortex,
medial superior frontal gyrus, orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus, gyrus rectus, and
insula. The left pallidum, the orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus, and the left middle
temporal pole had several significant connections with negative mean group differences.
The biggest negative mean group difference was found for: left pallidum - right lingual
gyrus.

BCohF3-BMITU

Positive mean group differences were registered for cerebellum 4, 5, and 6 for connections
with: hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex,
and lingual and fusiform gyri. The left hippocampus had several significant connections
with positive mean group differences as well as regions along the diagonal (for example,
cerebellum and vermis, frontal lobe, occipital and fusiform). The biggest positive mean
group difference was found for the same pair as in BCohF1-BMITU.

With bigger values for BMITU, an highlight for the following regions can be made: left
pallidum, posterior cingulate gyrus, and left middle temporal gyrus, which all had several
significant connections. The pair with the biggest negative mean group difference was the
same as for the last comparison.

Overall Discussion of Results from Approach A

Unfortunately, only metrics from Mutual Information, Time Basic, and Frequency Basic
were compared, as metrics from other families had to be excluded on account of processing
issues.

Overall, regarding the networks that were obtained, almost no similarities between
different comparisons were found. Nevertheless, in the following paragraphs, the few that
were seen will be pointed out.
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When it comes to comparisons involving correlation it was seen that pairs along the
diagonal always had stronger values for this metric. These pairs, in general, correspond to
regions closer to each other, which are expected to have higher correlation. However, this
overestimation may lead to false positive results and our findings are suggestive that a multi-
metric approach may help to mitigate and control this problem. When the comparison was
between frequency domain metrics and mutual information, pairs closer to the diagonal
had stronger values for frequency domain metrics. This is also expectable, as coherence is
the analogous metric of correlation in the frequency domain.

It was seen that matrices obtained for some comparisons were similar, even when
different families where being compared. This happened, for example, for the comparisons:
BCohF-BMITU, BCohW-BMITU, and BCorrU-BMITU (for the first two, similarities were
found for all the frequencies). Regarding these comparisons, BCohW-BMITU was the one
that led to fewer significant differences.

Other comparisons had similar results, such as BCorrU-BMITU and BCorrD-BMITD1
which both led to one significant network with more than 100 nodes, emphasizing the differ-
ences between these two metrics. In what concerns these two families, mutual information
is a non-linear metric and, in past studies, was seen to outperform other metrics in time-
series characterization [92], having good generality and equitability1 [68]. On the other
hand, correlation is a linear, static, and global metric [21] which assumes Gaussianity [42].

Several efforts have been made in order to discover if linear association is enough
to describe neuronal dynamics and gaussianity assumption is important here. In fact,
authors stated that deviation from gaussianity has different effects in functional networks
depending on the spatial scale, being relatively minor within networks and significant
between networks [21].

BCorrU-BMITU and BCorrD-BMITD1 had similar results with BCohW-BCorrU, how-
ever, with opposite polarities, as positive differences in one correspond to negative differ-
ences in the other. Regarding pairs along the diagonal this is expectable, as correlation
tends to have higher values for this regions.

In what concerns comparisons between metrics from the frequency domain and mutual
information, BCohW-BMITU had less significant differences than BCohF-BMITU. For
comparisons with Wavelet based coherence, six significant networks were found. Amongst
these networks and across different frequencies it was found connections that appeared in
more than one network. In particular, networks depicted in figures 5.10a, 5.10b, and 5.10d
had several connections that appeared in another network depicted in figure 5.11b. In
addition, the network depicted in figure 5.10c is very similar to the one in figure 5.11a.
For comparisons with Fourier based coherence, similarly to comparisons between metrics
from Time Basic and Mutual Information, for each frequency one significant network with
more than 100 nodes was found.

1One metric has good generality if it is capable of detecting a wide range of associations with sufficient
sample size and good equitability if it gives similar values to equally noisy associations of different types.
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Regarding comparisons between metrics from frequency domain and correlation, all
the matrices obtained had a similar outline. From all the comparisons done in the present
work, comparisons between Fourier based coherence and correlation were the ones with
less significant differences and BCohF1-BCorrU had no significant differences at all. This
is expected as these are the most similar metrics being compared, both detecting linear
associations and being analogous metrics in different domains. However, some conceptual
differences between these two metrics may be pointed out. For instance, coherence is
sensitive to both phase and amplitude of the signal [63] and is not sensitive to the regional
hemodynamic response function, whereas correlation is [75]. This is important, as recent
study found that regional hemodynamic response function variability may lead to the
identification of false functional connections when ignored [67].

Six significant networks were obtained for comparisons between Fourier based coherence
and correlation. These networks only had one common connection with another network
and no similarities between themselves at all. This common connection happened between
right cerebellum 6 and right cerebellum 8 (see figures 5.4c, 5.5, and 5.8c).

On its turn, comparisons between Wavelet based coherence and correlation led to four
significant networks which had similarities between themselves as connections from two
of them appeared in other network from a different frequency, in particular, connections
from 5.4c and 5.4a appeared in 5.5.

5.3 Control versus Patient Comparison

For all the control versus patient comparisons it was selected an alpha level of 0.05 prior
to analysis and selected Random Networks Groups so that non-parametric p-values would
be considered. Only significant differences according to the applied significance level will
be described.

As aforementioned, mean group differences are shown according to a colour scale. For
all the metrics, the considered difference was: d = Control−ADHD. Thus, when the
mean group value of connectivity is higher for controls we have a positive difference which
corresponds to the warm colours in the colour scale, otherwise, there is a negative difference,
meaning that the connectivity is stronger for ADHD subjects over controls for the given
pair of brain regions.

It was verified, as expected, that while some pairs of regions had a stronger connection
for the control group, others were stronger for the ADHD group.

For each family of metrics, results from bivariate methods will be firstly presented,
starting with undirected metrics and then the corresponding directed metric. The same
procedure will be then followed for partial metrics. For directed metrics it will done special
notes regarding the direction of the connections under analysis.
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(a) BH2U (b) BH2D

(c) PH2U (d) PH2D

Figure 5.13: Results from control versus patient comparison using Hsquare family- matrices
from BH2U, BH2D, PH2U, and PH2D.

5.3.1 Hsquare

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the results obtained for the group comparison using matrices
computed through the application of metrics from Hsquare family.

BH2U

Significant mean group differences were mostly negative, revealing a greater number of
stronger connections for the ADHD group in comparison with controls (figure 5.13a).

In particular, some negative clusters were registered for connections happening between
both the parietal and temporal lobes and the central structures. The parietal lobe had
several significant negative mean group differences happening with other regions besides
the central structures, such as the temporal lobe and the cerebellum. It was seen that
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.14: Results from control versus patient comparison using Hsquare family- signifi-
cant networks from BH2U. All of these networks show connections that were stronger for
the ADHD group.

connections between areas from the vermis and the cerebellum were also stronger for the
ADHD group as well as connections within the frontal lobe.

Furthermore, some regions had consistently stronger connections across all the brain
for the ADHD group, these were: rolandic operculum, inferior frontal gyrus (triangular,
opercular, and orbital part), and middle frontal gyrus.

Stronger connections for the ADHD group were also seen amongst the significant
subnetworks obtained from the matrix (figures 5.14a, 5.14b, and 5.14c). These networks,
in particular, pointed out the differences between the two groups regarding connections
within the frontal lobe (figures 5.14a and 5.14b).

Positive mean group differences were sparse and registered, for example, for connections
with the following brain regions: medial superior frontal gyrus, orbital part of the middle
frontal gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, paracentral lobule, posterior cingulate gyrus, vermis
8, and vermis 4, 5. The pair of regions which had the strongest connection for the control
group was: right superior occipital gyrus - left triangular part of the inferior frontal gyrus.
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BH2D

Once again mean group differences were mostly negative with even fewer positive mean
group differences (figure 5.13b). These positive differences were, in particular, registered
for connections with the right superior occipital gyrus with the direction: other regions
→ right superior occipital gyrus.

Some of the strongest connections for the ADHD group were observed (with this
direction) between several brain regions and the left dorsolateral superior frontal gyrus,
the orbital part of the left inferior frontal gyrus, the right medial superior frontal gyrus,
the left supramarginal gyrus, the right putamen, the left pallidum, the right cerebellum
7b, and vermis 3.

The connection between the right cuneus and the left supplementary motor area was
particularly higher for the ADHD group.

PH2U

The outcome from the comparison of the two groups when using PH2U can be seen in
figure 5.13c.

On one hand, it was found that the biggest negative mean group differences, that is,
the strongest connections for the ADHD group, were registered between: the left fusiform
gyrus and the left superior frontal gyrus, the left fusiform gyrus and the right superior
occipital gyrus, and the right calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex and vermis 6.

On the other hand, the biggest positive mean group differences were found to happen
between vermis 6 and the left rolandic operculum and between the left fusiform and the
right orbital part of the superior frontal gyrus.

Several regions had a particularly high number of connections showing significant
between group differences, they were: the left rolandic operculum, the left fusiform gyrus
(specially for connections with regions from the frontal and occipital lobes), and the right
paracentral lobule.

PH2D

The matrix resultant from the comparison of the two groups when using PH2D can be
seen in figure 5.13d.

Significant mean group differences were observed for the following regions with several
others: right olfactory cortex, orbital part of the left middle frontal gyrus, right insula, left
median cingulate and paracingulate gyri, left heschl gyrus, and left angular gyrus.

As in BH2D, left pallidum and right putamen were also involved in connections with
both positive (right putamen → left middle occipital gyrus, left pallidum → left inferior
parietal gyrus) and negative (left pallidum → right insula, left pallidum → vermis 7)
significant mean group differences.
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The biggest negative difference on mean group connectivity strength was registered
for the following pairs of brain regions: left heschl gyrus → right inferior temporal gyrus;
right insula → vermis 1, 2; left heschl gyrus → left precuneus; left heschl gyrus→ right
supplementary motor area.

On the other extremity, the biggest positive difference was registered for the pair: right
insula → vermis 3.

General considerations on the results from Hsquare

Using metrics from Hsquare family, several differences between the control and the
ADHD group were found across the whole brain. In particular, connections within the
frontal lobe and within the cerebellum were stronger for the ADHD group. This was
specially seen when using bivariate metrics which may indicate that these connectivity
differences are related to the interaction with a third region.

Connections with insula, cingulate, and the temporal lobe also registered con-
nectivity differences between the groups. For example, the left fusiform had both
stronger and weaker connections for the ADHD group, when using PH2U, regarding
the frontal and occipital lobes. The posterior cingulate gyrus and the right insula also
had connectivity differences between the groups. The right superior occipital gyrus
had decreased functional connectivity with several brain regions for the ADHD group
when using bivariate metrics and an increased functional connectivity for the same
group regarding the connection with the left fusiform when using PH2U.

Central structures also were registered to have connectivity differences between
the control and the ADHD groups.

5.3.2 Transfer Entropy

Figure 5.15: Results from control versus patient
comparison using Transfer Entropy family - sig-
nificant network from BTEU (part I). Blue line -
negative mean group difference. Red line - positive
mean group difference. Line thickness - strength
of the measure.

Figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18
show the results obtained for the group
comparison using matrices computed
through the application of metrics
from Transfer Entropy family.

BTEU

Results from the comparison between
ADHD and control groups using BTEU
are depicted in figure 5.16a.

Mean group differences were mostly
negative, with positive mean group dif-
ferences specially registered for connec-
tions between regions from the frontal
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(a) BTEU (b) BTED

(c) PTEU (d) PTED

Figure 5.16: Results from control versus patient comparison using Transfer Entropy family
- matrices from BTEU, BTED, PTEU, and PTED.

lobe and vermis 6 as well as between occipital and temporal lobe regions.
Significant positive mean group differences happened, for example, between the left

supplementary motor area and the right superior occipital gyrus and between vermis 6 and
both the right opercular part of the inferior frontal gyrus and the left parahippocampal
gyrus. The biggest positive mean group difference was registered for the connection between
the left cerebellum 6 and the left parahippocampal gyrus.

Connections were stronger for the ADHD group between regions from the temporal
lobe and both the frontal and the parietal lobes.

Two significant subnetworks can be found in figures 5.15 and 5.17, both showing
only connections with negative mean group differences. In particular, figure 5.15 shows
connectivity differences occurring only on the left side with cerebellum 9 occupying a
central position, and figure 5.17 shows differences in connections from the whole brain.
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Figure 5.17: Results from control versus patient comparison using Transfer Entropy family
- significant network from BTEU (part II). Blue line - negative mean group difference.
Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.

The biggest negative mean group difference was registered for the connection between
the right caudate gyrus and the right superior temporal gyrus (temporal pole).

BTED

Once again, mean group differences were mostly negative and the obtained results were
very similar to those obtained for the previously described metric. Results can be seen in
figure 5.16b.

Significant positive mean group differences were observed between several areas, includ-
ing between: both the right inferior temporal gyrus and right parahippocampal gyrus and
regions from the occipital lobe (like cuneus and lingual gyrus) and between the superior
and middle occipital gyri and the left cerebellum 3, 4 and 5 (in this direction). Significant
positive mean group differences that were mentioned in the previous metric, and were,
once again, significant in the current comparison, happened with the following directions:
left supplementary motor area → right superior occipital gyrus; vermis 6 → left parahip-
pocampal gyrus; left parahippocampal gyrus → left cerebellum 6. The biggest positive
mean group difference was registered for the connection: left cerebellum 4 and 5 → left
middle occipital gyrus.

On the other hand, significant negative connections were registered, for example, be-
tween bilateral thalamus and other regions (left heschl gyrus, right and left supramarginal
gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, and vermis 1 and 2) and for connections between
regions from the cerebellum and vermis and the left superior temporal gyrus (temporal
pole). Some other significant connections with negative mean group difference were: orbital
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part of the left middle frontal gyrus → right amygdala; bilateral triangular part of the
inferior frontal gyrus → right amygdala.

PTEU

For this comparison, positive and negative mean group differences registered were almost
in equal number, as depicted in figure 5.16c.

Significant mean group differences were particularly registered for connections with: the
right angular gyrus (left orbital part of the superior frontal gyrus, left rolandic operculum,
left supplementary motor area, right postcentral gyrus, and left supramarginal gyrus) and
the right cerebellum 6 (right middle occipital gyrus and left cerebellum crus 2).

A small subnetwork involving some of the previously mentioned regions (the right angu-
lar gyrus, the right postcentral gyrus, and the left supplementary motor area) with all the
connections showing higher values for the control group was found (figure 5.18a). Another
significant subnetwork that was obtained can be seen in figure 5.18b and involves: the right
triangular part of the inferior frontal gyrus, the left anterior cingulate and paracingulate
gyri, and the left fusiform.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: Results from control versus patient comparison using Transfer Entropy family
- significant networks from PTEU. Blue line - negative mean group difference. Red line -
positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.

An extremely positive mean group difference was registered for the connection between
vermis 6 and the right cerebellum 6. The most negative connections were registered for:
right posterior cingulate gyrus and right insula; right cerebellum 6 and orbital part of the
left inferior frontal gyrus.

PTED

Results obtained through the application of this metric can be seen in figure 5.16d.
Significant mean group differences were registered for connections between the left

precentral lobule, right insula, left cerebellum crus 1, bilateral paracentral lobule and
several brain regions.
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The most positive mean group difference was registered for: right insula → right cere-
bellum crus 2. On the other hand, the most negative connections were registered for: left
precentral lobule→ left superior temporal gyrus (temporal pole) and right insula→ vermis
1, 2.

General considerations on the results from Transfer Entropy

Results from bivariate metrics showed connectivity differences between the control
and the ADHD groups specially on the temporal and occipital lobes, not only for
connections within these lobes but with other regions.

Stronger connections for controls were mostly registered for connections with the
occipital lobe, including the right superior occipital gyrus, cuneus, and lingual gyrus.
These stronger connections specially occurred with regions from the frontal and tem-
poral lobes, for example, the left supplementary motor area and the parahippocampal
gyrus.

Using partial metricss group differences mostly regarded insula and cingulate
and occipital regions. For example, the right insula, was one important region with
significant positive and negative differences across all the brain when using PTED.

From the frontal lobe, the left supplementary motor area had significant group
differences registered across different metrics regarding connections with several brain
regions.

Group differences involving the cerebellum were seen when using all the metrics and
regarded connections with regions from all brain lobes, including insula and cingulate
and cerebellar regions itself.

5.3.3 Mutual Information

Results from group comparison obtained by using matrices computed with metrics from
the Mutual Information family can be found in figures 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21.

BMITU

Results from the comparison between ADHD and control groups using BMITU are depicted
in figure 5.19a.

Mean group differences were mostly positive, suggesting the existence of many stronger
connections for controls in comparison with ADHD subjects. Differences between almost
all the connections were considered significant, however, one must note that this difference
had a very small range.

Within these stronger connections for the control group, there were several brain areas
for which the biggest differences were registered, for example: right orbital part of the
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(a) BMITU (b) BMITD1

(c) PMITU (d) PMITD1

Figure 5.19: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Mutual
Information family - matrices from BMITU, BMITD1, PMITU, and PMITD1.

middle frontal gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus,
amygdala, precuneus, paracentral lobule, caudate nucleus, and left inferior occipital gyrus.

BMITD1

Once again, mean group differences were mostly positive and almost identical results were
obtained, which can be seen in figure 5.19b.

The biggest positive mean group differences were registered for the same regions men-
tioned above and were significant in both directions, leading to an almost symmetrical
matrix.

Significant negative mean group differences were registered for the following group of
connections: right insula - right median cingulate and paracingulate gyri, left cerebellum
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7b - left cerebellum 8. Applying a more conservative significance level almost no negative
differences arise.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.20: Results from control versus patient comparison using Mutual Information
family - significant networks from PMITU (part I). Blue line - negative mean group
difference. Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the
measure.

PMITU

Results from the group comparison done using matrices obtained through the application
of PMITU can be found in figure 5.19c.

Significant positive mean group differences were registered for several connections across
the whole brain. The biggest differences were registered for the following connections: left
postcentral gyrus and right postcentral gyrus; right postcentral gyrus and left paracentral
lobule; left calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex and right lingual gyrus. The first two
pairs comprise one of the significant subnetworks that were found (figure 5.20d).

Significant mean group differences for connections within the frontal lobe were mostly
negative and registered, for example, for the following connections: right superior frontal
gyrus and right middle frontal gyrus; orbital part of the left superior frontal gyrus and
orbital part of the left middle frontal gyrus; orbital part of the right superior frontal gyrus
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(a)

Figure 5.21: Results from control versus patient comparison using Mutual Information
family - significant network from PMITU (part II). Blue line - negative mean group
difference. Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the
measure.

and bilateral orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus; left middle frontal gyrus and right
middle frontal gyrus. Furthermore, several networks involving regions from the frontal
lobe were obtained. These can be seen in figures 5.20b, 5.20c and 5.21.

PMITD1

Once more, it was obtained an almost symmetrical matrix (figure 5.19d) where significant
mean group differences were mostly negative and registered, in particular, for connections
within the frontal lobe and within the cerebellum and vermis.

Significant positive mean group differences were registered for connections with cere-
bellum and vermis except connections within these areas themselves, which, as mentioned
above, had negative mean group differences.

Biggest positive differences registered were the same as for the previous metric, hap-
pening for: left postcentral gyrus and right postcentral gyrus; right postcentral gyrus and
left paracentral lobule; left calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex and right lingual gyrus.

General considerations on the results from Mutual Information

Mean group differences using metrics from Mutual Information family were small and
significant differences from partial metrics seemed to appear for connections that had
no significant difference when using bivariate metrics.

When using bivariate metrics, insula and cingulate regions had some of the biggest
negative mean group differences that were registered for connections within these
regions. This was also seen for partial metrics, in particular, among significant networks
that were obtained.

Areas with connectivity differences between the two groups when using partial
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metrics included, mostly, parietal, frontal, and cerebellar regions. Connections within
the frontal lobe were generally stronger for the ADHD group as well as connections
within the cerebellar region.

The right postcentral gyrus took part on several of the stronger connections for
controls, which included the connection with the left postcentral gyrus and the left
paracentral lobule.

5.3.4 Time Basic

(a) BCorrU (b) BCorrD

(c) PCorrU (d) PCorrD

Figure 5.22: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Time Basic
family - matrices from BCorrU, BCorrD, PCorrU, and PCorrD.

Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the results obtained for the group comparison using matrices
computed by the application of metrics from Time Basic family.
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(a) BCorrU (b) PCorrU

Figure 5.23: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Time
Basic family - significant networks from BCorrU and PCorrU. Blue line - negative mean
group difference. Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of
the measure.

BCorrU

Significant negative mean group differences, that is, stronger connections for the ADHD
group were in majority and were registered, for example, for almost every significant
connection with: the left supramarginal and angular gyri, left putamen, and vermis 7.
Connections within the frontal lobe mostly had significant negative mean group differences.

Biggest negative differences were registered for the following connections: left putamen
and right medial superior frontal gyrus; right hippocampus and vermis 7; right rolandic
operculum and right anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri. This last pair is one of
the constituents of a significant network that was obtained and involves other regions
(figure 5.23a). In this subnetwork all the connections correspond to negative mean group
differences.

Significant positive mean group differences were registered for several areas from the
temporal lobe and for connections between the cerebellum and the frontal lobe, and also for
connections with the left supplementary motor area (including with: left superior occipital
gyrus, right superior parietal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus, and left inferior temporal
gyrus).

Significant connections with vermis 8 and 9 mostly had positive mean group differences.
In addition, significant positive mean group differences were also registered for connections
between cerebellum 8 and 9 and both amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus.

BCorrD

In this comparison, significant mean group differences were similar, as expected, with the
previous metric.
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Once again, significant mean group differences for connections with the left supra-
marginal gyrus were mostly negative as well as connections within the frontal lobe. Signif-
icant negative mean group differences were also registered for connections with the right
anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri and the right caudate.

Biggest negative differences were registered for the following connections: left putamen→
right medial superior frontal gyrus; left middle cingulate and paracingulate gyri→right
anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri; right insula → right medial superior frontal
gyrus; right anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri → right rolandic operculum.

Significant positive mean group differences were registered for the same areas as men-
tioned above (areas from the temporal lobe and connections between the cerebellum and
the frontal lobe). However, some clusters were registered this time, for example, for connec-
tions between the central structures and the following cerebellar regions: right cerebellum
7b, right cerebellum 8, and left cerebellum 9. Another cluster appeared for connections
happening between all the following areas and the previously mentioned cerebellar regions:
bilateral insula, bilateral anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri, right middle cingulate
and paracingulate gyri, and parahippocampal gyrus.

PCorrU

The biggest positive mean group differences were registered for the connections: right
putamen and left fusiform; left superior temporal gyrus (temporal pole) and left fusiform;
right rolandic operculum and right gyrus rectus.

On the other hand, the biggest negative mean group differences, were registered for:
left middle frontal gyrus and left inferior occipital gyrus; left fusiform and right inferior
parietal gyrus.

The following regions had more connections with significant mean group differences:
left inferior occipital gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, and right cerebellum 4 and 5.
In fact, the right superior temporal gyrus comprises a significant network obtained for
this metric that only has connections with positive mean group differences and includes
two other regions, the right cuneus and the right orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus
(figure 5.23b).

PCorrD

For this comparison, the biggest positive mean group differences were registered for: left
angular gyrus→ right cerebellum crus 1; left angular gyrus→ left superior temporal gyrus
(temporal pole); opercular part of the left inferior frontal gyrus→ left calcarine fissure and
surrounding cortex; right insula → right heschl gyrus.

Biggest negative mean group differences were registered for: right cerebellum crus 2
→ left lingual gyrus; triangular part of the right inferior frontal gyrus → orbital part of
the right middle frontal gyrus; right postcentral gyrus → left supplementary motor area.
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The following regions had several connections with significant mean group differences:
triangular part of the right inferior frontal gyrus, left superior parietal gyrus, left angular
gyrus, left putamen, right superior temporal gyrus, and vermis 6.

General considerations on the results from Time Basic

When using bivariate metrics it was evident that connections within the frontal lobe
were stronger for the ADHD group as well as connections with the central structures,
insula, and cingulate, including the left putamen.

Connectivity differences between the groups for connections with insula and cin-
gulate were registered with all the metrics, specially for the right insula and right
anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri.

With bivariate metrics it was also evident that connections between frontal and
cerebellar regions were stronger for controls.

The left supplementary motor area had connectivity differences with regions from
the parietal lobe that were registered with several metrics, having both stronger
connections for controls and ADHD subjects.

Areas from the temporal lobe were registered to have connectivity differences using
all the metrics. For example, the left superior temporal gyrus had stronger connections
for controls regarding connections with frontal, parietal, and temporal regions itself.

5.3.5 Frequency Basic

BCohF

For all of the considered frequencies, the connectivity strength was, for the most part,
registered to be stronger for the ADHD group, as the significant mean group differences
were mostly negative (figure 5.24). Positive mean group differences were registered for few
pairs of brain regions.

BCohF1: Negative mean group differences were registered across almost every brain region,
in particular, for connections with the parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes, and with
regions from the cerebellum and vermis. The biggest negative difference was seen for the
pair left cerebellum 7b - left cerebellum 6.

Positive mean group differences were registered for the connections: left anterior cingu-
late and paracingulate gyri - left orbital part of the inferior frontal gyrus (biggest difference);
left medial superior frontal gyrus - left orbital part of the inferior frontal gyrus; right ol-
factory cortex - right orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus and left gyrus rectus; left
medial superior frontal gyrus - gyrus rectus; left anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri
- left orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus; left angular gyrus - left posterior cingulate
gyrus; vermis 9 - left cerebellum 9.
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(a) BCohF1 (b) BCohF2

(c) BCohF3

Figure 5.24: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Frequency
Basic family - matrices from Fourier Based Coherence.

BCohF2: Positive mean group differences were registered for the pairs: left superior
parietal gyrus - left inferior occipital gyrus (biggest difference); right caudate nucleus -
right rolandic operculum; right heschl gyrus - right rolandic operculum; left cerebellum 6 -
left rolandic operculum.

Negative mean group differences were registered across almost every brain region, in-
cluding frontal and parietal lobes, insula and cingulate regions, and within regions from
the cerebellum and vermis. In addition, there were several significant negative mean group
differences for cerebellum 10, vermis 1, 2 and 3. The biggest mean group difference was
registered for the pair: vermis 1 and 2 - left cerebellum 6.

BCohF3: Positive mean group differences were found for connections happening with
several areas from the frontal lobe, including the connections: right triangular part of the
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inferior frontal gyrus - left middle frontal gyrus; right orbital part of the inferior frontal
gyrus - right opercular part of the inferior frontal gyrus, right putamen and thalamus;
left medial superior frontal gyrus - left inferior temporal gyrus and left middle temporal
gyrus. The pair right pallidum - right amygdala also had a connection with a positive
mean group difference. The biggest positive mean group difference was observed for: left
inferior temporal gyrus - left medial superior frontal gyrus.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.25: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Frequency
Basic family - significant networks from BCohF3. Blue line - negative mean group difference.
Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.

Several significant negative mean group differences were registered for connections
with: middle frontal gyrus, insula, and heschl gyrus. On the left hemisphere, the superior
temporal gyrus had several connections with significant negative mean group differences.
The biggest negative difference was registered for: right orbital part of the middle frontal
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(a)

Figure 5.26: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Frequency
Basic family - significant network from BCohF3. Blue line - negative mean group difference.
Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the measure.

gyrus - left orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus. These two regions belong to a
subnetwork that was obtained and only comprises connections that are stronger for the
ADHD group, involving several regions from the frontal lobe (figure 5.25a).

Other two significant subnetworks were obtained for this metric, both of them only
composed by regions from the cerebellum (figure 5.25b and 5.26) and with connections
that only showed negative mean group differences, that is, higher value of connectivity
strength for the ADHD group.

BCohW

For all of the considered frequencies, the number of significant positive and negative mean
group differences was approximately the same. Furthermore, the three matrices obtained
had several significant connections in common (see figure 5.27).

Significant positive mean group differences were registered between the left angular
gyrus and regions from the frontal lobe, the medial superior frontal gyrus and several brain
regions, the left cerebellum 9 and regions from the occipital lobe and the central structures,
and between the right posterior cingulate gyrus and regions from the frontal lobe. These
last connections could be seen on one subnetwork, that only had connections with positive
mean group differences and was obtained for BCohW1 (figure 5.28b).

The left angular gyrus was found to be comprised in another subnetwork obtained for
the same metric, making up, with the orbital part of the left inferior frontal gyrus, the only
pair with a connection having a positive mean group difference in the given subnetwork
(figure 5.28a). This same connection also appeared on another subnetwork obtained for
BCohW3 (figure 5.30a).
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(a) BCohW1 (b) BCohW2

(c) BCohW3

Figure 5.27: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Frequency
Basic family - matrices from Wavelet Based Coherence.

One of the biggest positive mean group differences that was significant for all the
frequencies happened for the connection right gyrus rectus - left medial superior frontal
gyrus and can be found in the subnetworks depicted in figures 5.28d and 5.30a.

Significant negative mean group differences were found within the frontal lobe, and
within cerebellum and vermis. In addition, they were found for connections happening
between the insula and the central structures and between some regions from the temporal
lobe and both the left putamen and pallidum.

The previously mentioned brain regions were seen in several significant subnetworks.
For example, a subnetwork obtained for BCohW3 with several regions from the frontal
lobe, the cerebellum, and the central structures that only had significant negative mean
group differences (figure 5.30b). Other networks that showed the negative differences
within connections from the frontal lobe can be seen in figures 5.28a and 5.28c obtained for
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(a) BCohW1

(b) BCohW1 (c) BCohW1

(d) BCohW2

Figure 5.28: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Frequency
Basic family - significant networks from BCohW1 and BCohW2. Blue line - negative mean
group difference. Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of
the measure.
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(a) BCohW1 and BCohW2 (b) BCohW3

Figure 5.29: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Frequency
Basic family - significant networks from BCohW1, BCohW2, and BCohW3. Blue line -
negative mean group difference. Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness
- strength of the measure.

BCohW1, and in figure 5.28d, obtained for BCohW2. This last network is almost identical
to the one depicted in figure 5.30a that was obtained for BCohW3.

As for positive mean group differences, the biggest significant negative mean group
difference was the same for all the frequencies and happened between the right and left
orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus.

General considerations on the results from Frequency Basic

Using Fourier based coherence, several connectivity differences between the control
and the ADHD groups were found. In particular, it was evident that connections
within regions from the cerebellum and vermis were stronger for the ADHD group.

Regarding connections within the frontal lobe, the last two frequencies showed
several significant connections with negative mean group differences. On the other
side, positive differences, that is, stronger connections for the control group, were
found for connections happening with the frontal lobe.

Central structures and regions from the insula and cingulate also showed both
positive and negative connectivity differences between the groups.

Using wavelet based coherence, stronger connections for the ADHD group were,
once again, found within the frontal lobe and within the cerebellum and vermis.

The central structures, as before, had both connections with positive and negative
mean group differences.

Stronger connections for the control group, as in Fourier based coherence, were
observed for connections with regions from the frontal lobe, in particular, with cingulate
and angular gyri. The left angular gyrus had several connections with significant
positive mean group differences.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.30: Results from control versus patient comparison using metrics from Frequency
Basic family - significant networks from BCohW3. Blue line - negative mean group
difference. Red line - positive mean group difference. Line thickness - strength of the
measure.
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Overall Discussion of Results from Approach B

When comparing the pathological and the healthy subjects, some regions had connectivity
differences which were consistent even across different metrics. In the following paragraphs
some of these differences will be pointed out. A brief description of some of the functions
of each region will be provided as well as notes concerning previous studies.

Frontal lobe:
Regarding the frontal lobe, the rolandic operculum, the supplementary motor area, and the
paracentral lobule had several connections with significant mean group differences. The
frontal gyrus (inferior, middle, and superior) was also seen to have connectivity differences
between the two groups when using different metrics. In fact, several networks that were
obtained showed stronger connections for the ADHD group within the frontal lobe. Take,
for example, the ones depicted in figures 5.14b, 5.20b, and 5.28c.

The rolandic operculum had several significant connectivity differences that were seen
with: PTEU, PH2U, BH2U, BCorrU, BCorrD, PCorrU, and BCohF2. These significant
connections comprised both positive and negative mean group differences and happened
with areas from the whole brain. In particular, stronger connections for the ADHD group
involving the right rolandic operculum were found when using bivariate Time Basic metrics.
In this case, the connection with the right anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyrus was
one of the strongest. When using BH2U, the right rolandic operculum also had several
significant connections that were stronger for the ADHD group.

The supplementary motor area had stronger connections for controls happening with
the occipital and frontal regions that were found with BTEU, BTED, and BCorrU. On the
other hand, this region had stronger connections for the ADHD group when using PCorrD,
BH2D, and PH2D, which happened, respectively, with the postcentral gyrus, cuneus, and
heschl gyrus.

Studies regarding ADHD mention one area several times, stating that it is involved
in the pathological mechanisms of this disease: the PFC. The PFC is the cerebral cortex
located in the frontal part of the frontal lobe. This region can be functionally subdivided
into smaller regions which do not have clear boundaries defined on the literature and
are: dorsolateral, dorsomedial, ventromedial, ventrolateral, and orbitofrontal cortex. In
addition, some also consider the ACC as belonging to the PFC [17].

Regarding its function, the PFC is related with cognitive control, including planning,
attention, decision making, and working memory. In particular, the dlPFC is an important
component of the executive control network that plays an important role in the signalling of
several cognitive processes, such as attention and working memory. In fact, as component
of the executive control network, it receives information from the ventral and dorsal
attentional networks and integrates attentional cues to control behavioural responses in
the context of the frontostriatal system [64]. The frontostriatal system is comprised by
the dlPFC, the dorsal caudate, the putamen, and the thalamus.
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For the sake of simplicity, as the boundaries of the given structure are not clear, it will
be considered that the dlPFC is comprised by part of the middle frontal gyrus (includ-
ing the orbital part). Hence, focusing on the middle frontal gyrus, several connectivity
differences between the two groups were found. For example, there were several stronger
connections for the ADHD group, when using BH2U and BCohF3, and several stronger
connections for the control group, when using BH2U and BMITU. However, none of the
connections that were pointed out has the same direction of abnormality as found in the
literature. For example, in the study from Posner et al. they reported decreased connec-
tivity for ADHD subjects between the left dlPFC and the right dACC, both components
of the executive control network [64], whereas in the present study it was found increased
functional connectivity between the left anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri and
the left orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus, using BCohF1. Nevertheless, this is in
accordance with findings from another study in which subjects with ADHD were found
to have enhanced coherence between different networks and reduced coherence within the
same network [43].

The OFC was also reported to have several connectivity differences for subjects with
ADHD among the literature. This area is a core component of the emotional regulation
system, which is one of the systems involved in the dual pathway model of ADHD [64]. In
the present study, considering orbital parts of the of the superior, middle and inferior frontal
gyri, several connectivity abnormalities were found. In particular, stronger connections
for the ADHD group were registered between the orbital part of the left middle frontal
gyrus and amygdala, using BTEU. Furthermore, with BCohW, bivariate metrics from
Hsquare and Time Basic families, and metrics from Mutual Information, several stronger
connections for the ADHD group were registered within the frontal region. Using BTEU,
stronger connections for the ADHD group between regions from the frontal and temporal
lobes were found.

On the other hand, decreased connectivity for the ADHD group was found: with
Hsquare metrics and BMITU, between several regions and the orbital middle frontal gyrus;
with BCohF1, between the orbital part of the inferior and middle frontal gyrus and other
frontal areas and the ACC; with BCohF3, between the orbital part of the right inferior
frontal gyrus and the putamen, thalamus, and the opercular part of the inferior frontal
gyrus; with Time Basic metrics, between cerebellar and frontal regions. Furthermore,
several significant networks with connectivity differences involving regions from the OFC
were found, such as the ones depicted in: 5.14a, 5.21a, 5.25a, 5.28a, 5.28d, and 5.30b.

Regarding some of the previously mentioned connections, it is important to say that
both the putamen and the thalamus are components of the frontostriatal system whose
main function is to respond to environmental demands by inhibiting or facilitating the
needed responses [64]. Our findings are in accordance with group differences reported on
the cortico-striato-thalamo loops [65], in particular, decreased connections between regions
from the striatum and thalamus and cortical areas found by Cao et al. [15]. Nonetheless,
opposite findings where reported in another study [78], which have been suggested to be
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related to the size of the used sample, as it was much smaller in this last study.

Insula:
The right insula had stronger connections for controls happening with several brain regions.
Using BCorrD, this area had bigger connectivity strength for controls for connections with
several cerebellar regions, that included: right cerebellum 7b and 8 and left cerebellum 9.
Using PCorrD, the right insula had stronger connectivity with the right heschl gyrus. In
addition, this region comprised, along right cerebellum, the connection showing the biggest
positive mean group difference when using PTED, and, along vermis 3, the connection
with the biggest positive mean group difference when using PH2D.

Connections involving the right insula not only had stronger values for the control group
but also for the ADHD group. Using BMITD1 and BCorrD, the connections with the right
median cingulate and paracingulate gyri and with the right medial superior frontal gyrus,
respectively, were stronger for the patient group. Using PTEU, the connection with the
right posterior cingulate gyrus, and, using PH2D, the connections with the left pallidum,
and vermis 1 and 2, were also stronger for the patient group. Using PTED, the connection
with vermis 1 and 2 was also significant and had a negative mean group difference. In
addition, when it comes to metrics from the frequency domain, the insula had several
connections which were stronger for the ADHD group. Regarding, significant subnetworks
involving the right insula, two were found for PMITU and BCohW1/2 depicted, respectively,
in figures 5.20a and 5.29a.

The insular cortex can be macroscopically divided into anterior and posterior insula,
each of these having different structural connections [38, 61]. This area is involved in
complex functions and represents an important integration hub that takes part on sensory
processing, feeling representation, motor control, decision making, and empathy. Together
with the dACC, the insular cortex plays an important role in the coordination of functional
networks in accordance with demands [38].

In particular, the anterior insula is involved in integration of information coming
from autonomic and visceral systems into several functions, such as: emotional, cognitive,
and motivational functions. In fact, studies have suggested that the dlPFC gets salient
information from the anterior insula that is needed to cognitive processes (e.g. attention and
working memory), and that the vmPFC gets information from the same region related with
past behavioural outcomes, and uses it to make future decisions [61]. The posterior insula,
in its turn, is also involved with integration and has an important role in somatosensory,
vestibular, and motor functions.

Hence, the insular cortex connects different systems related with different processes
(sensory, emotional and cognitive) and, by monitoring the environment and taking into
consideration past experience, it is able to predict actions, contributing to the decision
making process [38].

In the present study, stronger connectivity between the insula and the anterior cingulate
and paracingulate gyri was found for the ADHD group, which was also found by Tian et
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al. in a study which focused on the dACC. In Tian’s study, authors proposed that this
connectivity difference could indicate abnormalities of autonomic control functions, which
had support on findings from previous studies regarding ADHD [78].

Cingulate and paracingulate:
Regarding the posterior cingulate gyrus and the median and anterior cingulate and paracin-
gulate gyri several connections with significant group differences were found.

The anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri had several stronger connections for the
ADHD group, that happened, for example, with: the right rolandic operculum and the left
median cingulate and paracingulate gyrus, when using BCorrU and BCorrD. This same
region also had stronger connections for controls with several cerebellar regions, when using
BCorrD. In addition, other stronger connections for controls were also seen when using
BCohF1 for connections with the orbital part of the left middle and inferior frontal gyrus.
Three significant networks were found involving the anterior cingulate and paracingulate
gyri that can be found in figures: 5.18b, 5.23a, and 5.29a.

The median cingulate and paracingulate gyrus had several significant differences de-
tected when using PH2D. For BCorrU, this region had a connection, that was already
mentioned, happening with the right anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri, which was
one of the strongest for the ADHD group. With the same metric, this region was seen to
have significant connections that were stronger for the control group and happened with
several regions from the cerebellum. For BMITD1, the connection between the median
cingulate and paracingulate gyrus and the insula was also stronger for the ADHD group.

The posterior cingulate gyrus, on its turn, had connectivity differences registered with
BH2U, BMITU, PTEU, BH2U, and metrics from the frequency domain. Except for PTEU,
the most significant connections involving the posterior cingulate gyrus, were stronger for
the control group. With PTEU, this region was seen to be involved in one of the strongest
connections for the ADHD group, registered with the right insula. One significant network
involving the right posterior cingulate gyrus was found using BCohW1 (figure 5.28b).

The ACC is an important component from the executive control network and consti-
tutes the focus of several studies regarding ADHD, in which it was reported decreased
connectivity between this region and components from the DMN. These were postu-
lated to offer a neurocognitive model of impaired attentional functioning as this decreased
connectivity was found associated with attentional lapses [65].

Mostert et al. [59] found increased connectivity within executive control network. Tian
et al. [78] found increased connectivity between the dACC and the thalamus, cerebellum,
insula, and brainstem.

The PCC is a highly structurally connected region and one of the regions with the
higher metabolic rate across all the brain. In fact, it is an important hub for information
processing [52] and was seen to have complex patterns of functional connectivity, taking
part in different intrinsic networks, including the DMN.
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Authors have shown that the changes in activity magnitude from the PCC are related
with cognitive load and that its improper deactivation is linked with inefficient cognitive
function. Leech et al. [52] showed that different parts of PCC functionally interact with
distinct intrinsic networks suggesting that it plays a role in coordinating these networks.

Alterations regarding PCC were seen to be associated with clinical impairments in
several conditions, including ADHD. In particular, Castellanos et al. [20] and Fair et
al. [30] found reduced functional connectivity between the vmPFC and PCC. Others found
decreased connectivity between the dACC and PCC [70, 76]. This decreased connectivity
was associated with age in controls, supporting the theory that impaired cognitive control
is related with delayed neuromaturation in ADHD [30]. Increased volume on the PCC was
also found in ADHD [52].

In this study, several connectivity differences between ADHD and control subjects
were found, for example, it was seen higher connectivity strength for controls, using
PTEU, regarding the connection between PCC and the insula, which is a component
of the frontoparietal control network(anterior insula). This is in agreement with previous
findings on connectivity patterns between these two networks.

Central structures:
The central structures were also registered to have connectivity differences between the
control and the ADHD groups. For example, when it comes to metrics from the frequency
domain, using BCohF, these structures were seen to have stronger connections for controls,
regarding the frontal lobe, and, when using BCohW, they had stronger connections for the
ADHD group for connections with regions from the insula.

In particular, the putamen had connectivity differences pointed out when using Hsquare
and Time Basic families, showing both positive and negative mean group differences
regarding connections with regions from all the brain.

The putamen is structurally connected with cortical motor areas and is involved in
working memory and language processing. It is a component of the frontostriatal system
which, as mentioned before, is critical for behavioural responses according to environmental
demands. This area was shown to have several structural and functional abnormalities in
ADHD subjects, such as reduced volume associated with symptoms, or association between
lesions and symptoms [16].

Cao et al. found decreased connectivity in ADHD subjects between the left putamen
and: the right superior frontal gyrus, and the superior and middle temporal gyrus. In
this study, connectivity differences involving the same connections were found, however,
having stronger connectivity for the ADHD group.

Parietal lobe:
Connectivity differences between the control and the ADHD groups regarding the parietal
lobe were seen across all the metrics specially regarding the temporal and frontal lobes.

The supramarginal gyrus had several connections stronger for ADHD group, when
using Time Basic metrics, and was even present in a network obtained that involves the
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rolandic operculum, the anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri, and the middle temporal
gyrus (temporal pole). The supramarginal gyrus is a component of the ventral attentional
network which monitors behaviourally salient stimuli and whose intranetwork decreased
connection was correlated with executive attention deficits [64]. Nothing was stated about
its increased connection in the same study.

The precuneus had connectivity differences between the two groups registered when
using BMITU and PH2D, having several stronger connections for controls when using the
first metric. This region is one of the components from DMN and, in previous studies, it
was found to have decreased correlation with dACC [20] and with dlPFC [43].

The angular gyrus also had several group differences registered with several metrics,
including: PH2D, BTEU, PCorrD, and metrics from the frequency domain. In particular,
the left angular gyrus was found in several significant networks that can be found in figures:
5.15, 5.28a, 5.28d, and 5.30a.

Temporal lobe:
The temporal lobe also had several connectivity differences between the control and the
ADHD groups. It was found increased connectivity for the ADHD group between the
temporal lobe and the central structures (BH2U and BCohW) and between the temporal
lobe and both the frontal and parietal lobes (BTEU). It was found several connectivity
differences for connections across the whole brain regarding this area, when using BCohF1.

Concerning particular regions from the temporal lobe it was found several connections
that were stronger for the ADHD group, such as: left fusiform - left superior frontal and
right superior occipital gyrus (PH2U); left heschl gyrus - right inferior temporal gyrus, left
precuneus, and right supplementary motor area (PH2D); right heschl gyrus - vermis 1 and
2 (PH2D). Using transfer entropy metrics, it was found several connectivity differences
involving the amygdala and the left superior temporal gyrus. In addition, it was also
found significant group differences involving hippocampus and fusiform gyrus, using Time
Basic metrics. The amygdala and the hippocampus are both components of the emotional
regulation system and its impaired connection with other brain areas have been correlated
with altered arousal and appraisals of emotional stimuli and deficits in motivation and
reward which are found in ADHD subjects [64].

Stronger connections for the control group between the occipital and temporal lobes
were found with BTEU. The right heschl gyrus also had several stronger connections for
controls seen with: PCorrD (right insula) and BCohF2 (right rolandic operculum). In
particular, regarding the parahippocampal, significant group differences were found with:
bivariate Transfer Entropy metrics, BMITU, BCorr, and BH2U. Stronger connections
were found for controls for areas from occipital lobe (BTED and BTEU) and vermis and
cerebellum (BTEU, BTED, and BCorrU) as well as for several regions (Mutual Information
and Hsquare families).
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Cerebellum and Vermis:
Stronger connections for the ADHD group were found within cerebellum and vermis
(BH2U, metrics from Mutual Information, BCohW, and BCohF), and between cerebellum
and other areas, such as temporal regions (BH2U, PTEU, and BTED), occipital regions
(PH2U), and insula (PH2U and PTED).

Stronger connections for the control group were found between the cerebellum and both
the frontal lobe (BTEU, BCohF2, and bivariate Time Basic metrics) and the temporal
lobe (bivariate Transfer Entropy and Time Basic metrics).

Several significant networks involving areas from vermis and cerebellum were found, in
particular, the ones depicted in figures 5.15, 5.25, 5.30b, and 5.29b.

The cerebellum is involved in autonomic functions and has been suggested to play an
act in facilitating cortical modulation of brainstem autonomic nuclei. Due to this function,
Tian et al. suggested that its increased connection with dACC in ADHD subjects suggests
abnormalities in autonomic control. In the literature not much information is found
regarding these areas when it comes to functional connectivity studies on ADHD, however,
reduced volume and underdevelopment was also reported [27].
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Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to identify useful tools for brain image classification. In
particular, to study if certain metrics of brain functional connectivity led to a better
characterization of certain brain connections. It was indeed clear that regional specificity
exists and different metrics detect in a distinct way the association between different brain
regions. To our knowledge this was never shown in such a systematic way.

It was followed two independent procedures that showed that there is variability between
different metrics in what regards different brain connections. The reason for this difference
is beyond the scope of this study and we suggest that future work may assess to what
extent the results of inter-metric comparisons depend on connection types (i.e. association,
projection, and commissural), connection lengths or even fiber density.

We further suggest that, in future research, parameter optimization prior to matrix
construction should be done in order to guarantee a proper application to the data under
analysis. In the present study, it was used parameters that were already optimized by
Wang et al. but its proper adaptation to the data under analysis is not guaranteed and
may not be ideal. In fact, we suspect that undefined weights that were obtained and led to
the exclusion of some matrices may have been caused by improper parameter application.
This specific problem, however, may be, in part, related with the short duration of each
sliding window which is known to affect metric’s performance.

In approach A, it was performed a pairwise metric comparison. Here, due to the type
of comparison that was done and the fact that different metrics have different ranges, a
normalization procedure was undertaken. We suggest that future studies apply different
normalization procedures in order to see in what extent the results are affected.

It was found substantial differences between the metrics, but few significant patterns
stood out. We propose that, in the future, comparison between the results from each
metric and another type of data, such as structural data may be done. Hence, it could
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be studied if a given metric better correlates with connectivity distance or white tracts
density than others. Simulated data can also be used, as this is already an usual procedure
used to compare different metrics.

The use of simple methods such as Pearson’s correlation facilitates communication [92]
as it is easy to understand and fast to compute, justifying its almost universal use. Fur-
thermore, previous studies have shown that brain connections are almost Gaussian in the
healthy brain. For instance, in a study with a healthy sample, non-linearities neglected by
the use of linear correlation were seen to be minor [42]. Furthermore, in another study,
also performed with healthy subjects, metrics based on higher order statistics, phase or
temporal lag performed poorer than the others, which is an indicative that the BOLD
signal is close to gaussianity [72] .

However, it is known that non-linearities exist in neural dynamics and have been
reported on several studies [42]. A small contribution of non-linearities associations are
known to affect the BOLD signal in both timing and amplitude [92]. There are even
suggestions that they may play an important role in pathological tissues. In fact, in a
recent study with epileptic children, this small amount of non-linearities made a significant
difference in terms of group distinction [92]. In this study, authors stated that the use of
generalized measures, such as mutual information, that do not assume any relationship
between the variables, is important, as there are suggestions that the dynamics of the
pathological brain may involve even more complex associations than the normal brain.
This group warned that this may not apply to other diseases and future work should study
the generalization of this finding.

In approach B, we looked for impaired connections regarding a well studied disease
(ADHD). To do so, we compared diseased an healthy subjects using different metrics.
Then, the obtained results were confronted with the known affected areas described among
the literature. Here, several limitations arised.

First, almost every study found in the literature used Pearson’s correlation coefficient
to characterize connections. So, the comparison with our results was not ideal and may
even be considered very incomplete. Second, due to the large number of brain areas, this
was an exhaustive work where only general patterns were seen and mentioned. It must
be said that some affected areas might have been unmentioned as it was impossible to
name all the significant connections with group differences. Another problem concerns the
different parcellations used in the literature which were sometimes very different from the
AAL parcellation. Thus, it was difficult to compare results as a given AAL area sometimes
corresponded to a portion of a given area from another atlas, or even more than one area.

Results from group comparison were often very different from the literature and not
even in what regards metrics directly related to Pearson’s correlation coefficient, that is,
metrics from Time Basic family, results were the same. However, this happened even
amongst the literature itself and it must be said, as some authors have done, that different
sample size and sample features may significantly affect the results.

For example, some studies, used subjects that did not ever take medication, others
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used subjects that were in medication hold for a given amount of time before taking part
of the study. In fact, several authors stated that medication influences brain dynamics. In
addition, age was also seen to influence results from group comparison, as neural dynamics
are not the same in different maturation stages.

Furthermore, metrics’ performance is affected by the size of the time-series and the
strength of the connection under analysis [87]. Another factor that affects functional
connectivity metrics is noise, and some studies have already assessed that different metrics
have different behaviours concerning different types of noise and different levels of signal-
to-noise ratios. Regarding the types of noise, Wang et al. [84] saw that metrics were more
robust to white noise, followed by pink, pink mixtures, and brown mixtures. They also
saw that all the metrics were sensitive to noise that came either from the equipment or
the environment whereas system noise did not affect metrics’ performance. Other authors
have seen that non-linear metrics are extremely susceptible to noise [69]. Future work
should further analyse metrics’ resilience to noise as, besides understanding the type of
dependency each metric quantifies, it is important to know how stable they are [31].

As a matter of fact, true connections are unknown and complex, so the ideal confronta-
tion with reality is not possible. In an attempt to mitigate this fault, we tried to compare
functional connectivity differences that were found with disease models and suggest that
a more detailed analysis may be done.

Comparisons from the present work led to a great number of significant results, some,
easy to explain, others requiring further study. In addition, as widely recommended,
correction for multiple comparisons should have been performed, as spurious false positives
easily arise as the number of comparisons rise. Some authors, however, argue that correction
methods may yield results that are too conservative when searching for general patterns.

The employment of graph theoretical methods could lead to a better comparison be-
tween different metrics, allowing, for example, to study how network construction is affected
by the use of different metrics. Graph theory provides tools to quantify global and local
topological networks proprieties and have already been used to compare some functional
connectivity metrics [54].

Concluding, no optimal metric exists and they complement each other as different
information is captured by different metrics [69], which are based on distinct assumptions.
We suggest, as several authors, that it is better to use general metrics that not only detect
linear relationships but also non-linearities, which is even more important when it is the
pathological brain that is being studied. Nevertheless, we believe, that the best situation,
is to use ensemble tools, such as the one used in [85], which have into account information
from different metrics to characterize each connection in an attempt to capture different
features of the underlying mechanism of brain functioning.

We hope that this study will lay the ground for further assessment of the specificities
and complementary of connectivity metrics, paving the way for approaches that, instead
of being limited to correlation, explore the wealth of available functional connectivity
measures, thereby leading to a better grasp of the intricacies of the human connectome.
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